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DCMN HERZFELD

THE DOMESTIC EPIDEMIC IS VüORSE THAN WE

THOUGHT: A WAKE-UP CALL FOR HIV PREVENTION

Tuesday, September t6, 2008

House of Representatives,

Commít.t.ee on Oversioht and

Government Reform,

Washíngt.on, D. C.

The committee met, pursuanL to ca11, ât 10:08 a.m., in

Room 2L54, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A.

Waxman lchairman of the committee] presiding.

PresenL: Representatives Waxman, Kucinich, Tierney,

Watson, McCollum, Sarbanes, Speier, Davis of Virginia, Shays

and Turner.

Also Present: Representative V'Iaters.

Staff Present: Caren Auchman, Press Assístant; Jen

Berenholz, Deputy Clerk; Zhongrui rrJRrr Deng, Chief

fnformation Officer; Miriam Edelman, Special Assistant;

Earley Green, Chief Clerk; Ella Hoffman, Press Assistant;
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Karen Lightfoot, communications Director and senior policy

Advisor,' Karen Nel-son, Health Policy Director,. Leneal scott,
Information Systems Manager; Naomi Seil-er, Counsel; Mitch

Smiley, Special Assistant; Tim V,Iestmoreland, Counsel:

Lawrence Hal_loran, Minority St.aff Director; Jennifer

Safavian, Minority Chief Counsel for Oversight. and

rnvestígations; E11en Brown, Minoríty Legisl-ative Director

and seníor Policy counsel; Jill schmal-2, Minority counsel;

MoIIy Boyl, Minority Professional staff Member; Ad.am Fromm,

Minorit.y Professíonal- SLaff Member; and Brian McNico11,

Minority Communications Directror.
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Chaírman WAXMAN. The committee will- come to order.

I¡tre are here today to discuss some alarming developments

in the fight against HIV and AIDS in the United States.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recently

announced that the HIV epidemic in the Unit.ed States is

growing at a raLe far greater than r/ìras previously thought.

The new figures are a stark reminder that the HIV epidemic ís

far from over, and that we must take new and. urgent steps to

strengthen our national HIV prevention efforts.

The first cases of what later came to be identifíed as

AIDS \^rere reported in Los Angeles in l-981. Over the next. 2

years, the case reports accumul-at.ed, and we learned that. a

distinct syndrome was being diagnosed in different

populations all across the country. By the mid-1980s, there

\Àrere an estimated 1-30,000 new infections every year in t.he

United States -

As infections increased, so did our investment in HIV

prevent.ion ef fort.s. Even before the virus called HIV was

identified as the cause of AIDS, CDC experts had figured out

the transmission routes and issued early recommendat.ions for

the prevention of infect.ion. The Federal Government. st.arted

investing significant amounts of funding in prevention and

education efforts nationwide.

These investment.s paid off , and t.he infect.ion rate

dropped dramatically, but this is a job that is never done.
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This was recently demonstrat.ed in dramatic fashion when cDC

reported that the real infection raLe is much higher than we

thought. Over the past 10 years, CDC's official_ estimate for

annual- new infections have been about 40,oo0, but last mont.h

CDC announced that, in fact, there r^/ere over 56,000 new HIV

infections ín 2006. The higher figure was due to improved

counting methods, not to an actual jump in infections, but it

t.e1ls us t.hat the epidemic ín the United States is and has

been growing faster than we had thought.

The message these new findings send is cl_ear: VrIe are

not doing enough to limit the spread of this deadly d.isease.

Vühat. is more, v¡e are still- seeing severe disparities in

HTV's impact on differenL populations. Men who have sex with

men constitute 57 percent of new infections. Blacks, who

make up about t2 percent of the tot.al population, account for

45 percent of new HIV infections. Hispanics are al_so

disproport.ionately af f ected.

Part of the problem is that the Federal Government has

not been doing enough for HTV prevention in the Unit.ed

States. In adjusted dollars, the CDC,s HIV prevenLion budget

has dropped more than 20 percent since 2002. This year the

adminístration actually asked for a gl- million decrease in

HIV funds. This didn't make sense to me, so I asked the

cent.ers for Disease control to prepare a budget that reflects

not. what the lVhite House wanted, but rather the agency's
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professional scientific judgment of what it woul-d take to

fu1Iy implement effective HIV prevent.ion in the United

States.

As we will hear today, the administration asked for less

than half of what. CDC's scientific professionals estimate is

necessary for effective HIV prevention. Instead of listening

to its o\^rn experLs, the administ.ration requested that

Congress fund HIV prevention programs at far lower l-evel-s.

Vühat is even more senseless is that by underfunding

prevenLíon, the Nation wil-1 incur greater treatment costs

down the road. It. is indisputable that evidence-based HfV

preventíon saves money in add.ition to saving lives by

avoiding the high cost of medícal- care and lost. productivity.

But on this issue the administrat.íon apparent,ly prefers to

be penny wise and pound foolish.

We are here today to learn from some of our Nation's top

HIV prevention experts what a truly robust national HIV

prevention program would' Iook l-ike. V'fe wil-l- hear f rom

leaders at CDC and NIH about how they are aitemptíng to rol-l-

out effective programs and research potential new ones. We

wil-l- discuss barriers to evidence-based HIV prevention, l-ike

the Federal needle exchange ban and this administration's

stubborn and irrational focus on abstinence-only programs.

And because HIV infections don't occur in a vacuum, we wíll

hear recommendations from all of our witnesses on how the
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Federal- HfV prevention response should address the societal

factors that contribute to risk, including poverty,

homel-essness, racial and gender inequality, homophobia, and

stigma rel-ated to HIV status.

I l-ook forward Lo a constructive discussion of these

questions today, but one poínt shoul-d be clear from t.he

outset: The status quo simply isn't acceptable. We

undermine public health, and betray some of America, s most

vulnerabl-e citizens, and al1ow the further spread of a deadly

and stil-l- incurabl-e disease by fail-ing to invest in proven

prevention methods. We aren't doing everything \,\re can and

should, and I hope this hearing will be the first st.ep in

returning the necessary spotlight, resources, and political

will to HIV prevent.íon efforts in the United States.

[Prepared stat.ement of Chairman I¡traxman fo]-lows: l

******** INSERT 1_1 ********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Before recognizing our very

dístinguished panel of witnesses, I want to recognize t.he

gentleman from Ohio Mr. Turner for an opening statemenL.

Mr. TURNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for

holding this hearing Lo examine neri.r dat.a on the incidence of

HIV infection on the United States. We appreciate your

longstanding dedication to public healt.h issues and your

abiding commitment to meet the many challenges posed by the

AIDS epidemíc.

Using a more sensitive surveillance tool, the Centers

for Disease Control- found 56,300 new HIV infections in 2006.

That is a 40 percent higher incidence Lhan previous

estimates. The upward adjustment does not reflect. an

accel-eration of the epidemic, but a more precise capability

to establ-ish between recent and longer-t.erm inf ections. So

it stiIl appears the epidemic has, in fact., plateaued in

Lerms of new ínfections per year over the last decade, but at

a markedly higher rate than we thought.

With this new knowledge about the path and the scope of

the epidemic, public health officials can better t.arget

efforts to prevent the spread of the virus that causes AIDS.

How to bring those prevention tools to at-risk groups has

always been a challenge at every 1eve1. This more accurate

data should inject. a renewed sense of urgency into the

Federal, State, Ioca1, and private-sector partnerships
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working to stop the spread of HIV. But. behind the figures

lurks one deadly fact: No prevention strategy works on a

person who doesn't know he or she is infected.

AL any given time, it is estimated fuIly 25 percent of

Americans carrying HIV have not been diagnosed. They are far

more likely to engage in high-risk behaviors that expose

still others to the silent infection. Breaking t.hat silence,

research has proven, the power of information is a barrier

against the virus.

Once diagnosed and properly counseled, HIV-infected

individuals are significantly l-ess 1íkely to engage in

behaviors that put others at risk. That l-eaves public health

officials to confront the hard questions: Who should be

offered testing? How often? And who pays for any broader

HIV screening that. might detect latent. or unknown infectíons?

HIV/ATDS is not curabl-e, but it is treatabl-e. With the

tool-s at our disposal, we need not consign thousands of our

fel]ow citizens each year to the devast.ation of preventable

.Frrv l_nf ectrl_on -

Since its outbreak, the United St.ates has played a

l-eading role in research and treatment of HIV and AIDS. One

of the witnesses today, Anthony Fauci, ís a recognized l-eader

in unl-ocking the lethal- mechanisms by which t.he virus att.acks

the immune system.

This is an important hearing about the implications of
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this new CDC data for public health officials and public

policlrmakers. Mr- Chairman, f appreciat.e your at.tention to

this issue.

Chairman VIAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Turner.

[The information follows: ]

******** COMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Chairman V'IAXMAN. For our first pane], we are pleased to

have Dr. Jul-íe Gerberding, who has been the Director of the

Centers for Disease Control and Preventíon since 2002. In

this rol-e she has led the CDC in its mission of hea]th

promotion and disease prevenLion in the U.S. and abroad.

Dr. Gerberding has cont.ributed to more numerous

peer-reviewed publications and textbook chapters, and to

guidelines and policies on a range of heal-th issues,

incl-uding HIV prevention. She has served on Federal- and

non-Federal advisory councils, including the CDC's HIV

Advisory Committee, and teaches infectious disease medicine

at both Emory University and the University of Cal-ifornia at

San Francisco.

We wanL to welcome you back to the commíLtee, Dr.

Gerberding, and we are pleased that you are here, coming

right from Texas where you have been trying to deal with the

tragic consequences of the hurricane.

Dr. Gerberding is accompanied by Dr. Kevin Fenton, v/ho,

since 2005, has served as the Director of CDC's National

Center for HIV/AIDS, Vira1 Hepatitis, STD and TB Prevention.

He l-eads t.he U.S. Government's HTV surveil-lance and

prevent.ion efforts, int.eracting with State and local

agencies, community organizations and researchers nationwide.

Dr. Fenton has worked in HIV research, epidemiology and

prevention since 1995, including as Director of HIV and
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Sexually Transmitted Infections Department at the United

Kingdom' s Health Protection Agency.

Dr. Anthony S. Fauci has served as the Director of the

National Instit.ut.e of Allergy and Infectious Diseases aL the

National- Institutes of Health since 1,984. He oversees a

broad range of research on the prevention, diagnosis, and

treatment of infectious diseases, including HIV/AIDS. He

continues to conduct his own research on immune, medíat.ed and

infectious disease, and has cont.ributed to over 1,000

scientif ic publications .

Dr. Faucí served as one of the key advisors to Lhe White

House and the Department of Heal-t.h and Human Services on AIDS

issues, and is a member of The National- Academy of Sciences,

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences Institute of

Medicine; and Dr. Fauci has testified on numerous occasíons

before this committee and other committees that I even

chaired in the Congress since the early l-980s.

And we are happy to have you here as well-

Dr. Fauci is accompanied by Dr. Thomas Insel, the

Director of the National Institute for Mental Heal-th at NIH.

In that role Dr. Insel- oversees t.he agency's research on

behavioral prevention methods for HIV.

VrIe are pleased that all of you are here today. It is

the practice of this committee that all witnesses who testify

before us do so under oath. So if vou would please rise and
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raise your right hand.

lwitnesses sworn. ]

Chairman V,IAXMAN. Your prepared statements will be in

the record in full. V{e woul-d l-ike to ask each of you to make

your oral presentation in around 5 minutes. We wil-l have a

cl-ock that will al1ow you to see when the 5 minutes is up.

It. will be green for 4 minutes, ye11ow for 1 minute, red when

the 5 minutes has passed. And vre r^¡on't be strict on it, but

we would like that. to be a guide, so that when you see the

red 1ight, since we have many wit.nesses yet to come, wê would

like to ask you t.o try to reach your conclusion so that we

can ask questions and hear f rom t.he other witnesses as well-.

Dr. Gerberding, .r¡/e are pleased to have you.

L2
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STATEMENTS OF .fULTE GERBERDING, DIRECTOR, CENTERS FOR DISEASE

CONTROL AND PREVENTION, ACCOMPANIED BY KEVTN FENTON,

DIRECTOR, NATTONAL CENTER FOR HIV/AIDS, VIRAL HEPATITIS, STD

AND TB PREVENTTON, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND

PREVENTION; AND ANTHONY S. FAUCI, DIRECTOR, NATTONAL

INSTITUTE OF ALLERGY AND TNFECT]OUS DISEASE, NATTONAL

INSTITUTES OF HEALTH, ACCOMPANIED BY THO}4AS TNSEL, DIRECTOR,

NATTONAL INSTITUTE FOR MENTAL HEALTH, NATIONAL INSTTTUTES OF

HEALTH

STATEMENT OF .]ULIE GERBERDING

Dr. GERBERDING. Thank you very much.

I woul-d like to starL with my first sl-ide, which is a

reflection on Ïke striking in Galveston. I did visit the

hurricane territory yesterd"y, and for the record I woul-d

like to acknowledge the tremendous effort of St.ate health

commissioner Dr. Lehi and the whole pantheon of experts in

public healt.h across t.he State that are performing miracles.

I t.hink we al-l recognize that hurricanes represent

urgent public health. threats, and when people recognize an

urgent. threat, they hold nothing back in responding to it.

Unfort.unately, on the next slide we have another urgency, and

l_3
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that is the urgent reality of HIV/AIDS in America. Last

month I spent. 2 weeks at San Francisco General Hospital

taking care of patients, and on my service I had two

undiagnosed AIDS patients die; I had several indiwidual-s come

in with the opportunístic infect.ions that we started seeing

in 1981 when I was an intern. And in that community, rrrre

learned t.hat there is an epicenLer of HIV transmission among

men who have sex with men, and particularly among African

Americans.

Similarly, I visited Oakland earlier this year, and

found to my astonishment--and found an even grimmer situation

in terms of HTV transmission in t.hat community.

On my next graphic I tried to represent the progress

that we have made despite these current situations. And we

are currently proposing federally a ç24.L bi11ion HIV budget

for al-l AIDS-related activities aL t.he Federal leveI. Of

that, 4 percent is reflected.in CDC's prevention budget. And

I think over t.ime we have had some good ne\,ìrs. V,Ie are

'definitely seeing people live longer with HIV, and many are

thriving despite the complications of the drug treatment and

everyt.hing else that having a chronic ill-ness represents.

In addition, we have made tremendous progress in

perinatal AIDS, in reducing the incidence among injection

drug users and among het.erosexual-s at high risk.

We have al-so seen the rate of transmission decline over
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time. That means for every 100 HIV-infected individuals, the

number of new people that they ínfect has continued to drop

precipitously since the early phases of the epídemic.

And, finaIly, T think sLudies do show that prevention

interventions can work. We have evidence of efficacy in at

least 49 behavioral- intervent.ions, and several- others are on

the docket. for coming forward.

Let me just quickly show you the pictures of what these

statistics look like. The red line here is the number of

people in America living with HIV, and t.he bl_ue line are the

number of new cases that \¡/ere reported t.hat precipitated this

hearing. And you can see that although the number of people

with HIV in our country contínues to increase, the number of

new infections is holding steady over the past several years

and declining as the large picture in the United States;

meaning that. our int.erventions are successful, or vre would

see that blue line go up commensurate with the red líne.

On the next graphic, you can see the pícture of

perinatal- transmission, again, evidence t.hat prevention can

work.

On the next graphic, the picture of what is happening

recently among people at high-risk heterosexual contact. And

I could repeat that for injection drug users and others.

But on the next graphic we have the sobering statist.ic

that. is my frame for t.he urgent reality that we are facing,
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and this is the incidence rates going up among men who have

sex with men in the United States.

On t.he next graphic I show some st.atistics that were

released last week which really refl-ect a detailed

understanding of the epídemiology of t.his risk, showing that

while overal-l the majority of men who have sex with men and

get HfV infection are white, there is disproportionate

representation of African Americans, and particularly young

African Americans and Hispanics. They are represented here

way out of proportion to their prevalence in society.

And on the next graphic we have t.he rates of HfV

infect.ion whích use as t.he denominator the number of people

in our society in those categories. So you can see that

African Americans have an infection rat.es t.hat is abouc seven

times that of whites, and Hispanics have a rate that is about

three times that of whites across America.

So this is wery serious information, and it te1ls us

where we need to target our prevention interventions.

So Iet me conclude by telling you what I think are the

priorities for those prevention interventions. We have

submitted a long professional jud.gment. I¡tre have tried to put

everything in there we could think of. ütre understand the

reality of the bud.get., but we wanted you to know what the

universe of possibility might be. So on the first slide, I

am tryíng to summarize some of those interventions t.hat
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relate to finding the leadíng edge of the epidemic.

The information we just published is the first. time we

have ever been able to say in real terms, where is the

infection no\^r, and how bad is it going, and who is getting

it? So we need to expand our ability to do that. so that we

have that. information at t.he community level and can tarqet

those interventions that. do work for those individuals.

VrIe also need to integrate services. It is great that we

have representatives from mental heal-th, substance abuse, and

a broad continuum, because there is a syndemic of these

factors that come together in the concept of social justice

and in social determinanLs of health that we have to address

if we are going to be successfuf here. And we need to

conduct. not just individual interwentions, but social

marketing campaigns.

On the next graphic I am emphasízing the import.ance of

finding the people who are infected. This is Epidemiology

l-Ol-, but it. is something that. we still haven't been able to

do successfully in this disease. Twenty-five percent of

infected people still- don't know they have the virus. So we

need Lo expand access to rapid testing. And, in particular,

our Federal facil-íties need to move to support the CDC

guidelines and allow screening for HIV, using the protocol-s

t.hat. we have recommended for the routine screening. V'Ie also

need to have better tests, and we need to focus those tests
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on finding people earIy, hopefully as they are

seroconverting, because that is the time when they pose the

biggest transmission risk, and we are missing them, and they

are highly infectious, and they account for a

disproportionate part. of the epidemic.

Now, my last graphic, I mentioned those aspects that

relat.e to the need for new tools. We don't have all the

ansr,'rers here. I wish we díd. We have been working on it,

but our research budget hasn't rea1ly allowed us t.o update

and modernize our toolkit.

One area in part.icular, given t.he dífficul-ties we are

having with the vaccíne, are the preexposure treatment trials

to determine whether or not taking HIV drugs before you are

exposed could resul-t in an oweral1 health benefit and a

reduced risk of infect.ion. CDC is conducting three of t.hose

studies and are collaborating on a fourth, and I know NIH is

doing one, too, as welI. So r,.re are hoping that that could

put a ne\À¡ biomedical toolkit or two in our tool-box whil-e we

are working on some of these other measures that we thínk are

important.

I just want to make one final- point here. AIDS is a

social disease as much as it is a viral- disease, and part of

bringing peopÌe to accept prevent.ion is to create that

expectation in an environment of hope. Many of the people

who are gett.ing this infection now are funct.ioning in a
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society that offers them very l-ittle hope for education,

economic, or social att.ainment, and if we don't address the

underpinnings of the problem, hre are never going to be able

to get where we need to be as a Nat.ion.

So thank you for allowing me to explode with a lot of

inf ormatíon in a very short períod of time. But r^/e are very,

very passionate about this and very committed to this issue.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you. It is very helpful

information.

IPrepared statement of Dr. Gerberding follows:]

******** INSERT I_2 ********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Dr. Fenton, you are just hear to

answer questions?

Dr. FENTON. That is right.

Chairman I¡TIAXMAN. T¡'Ie11, we will have questions for you.

Dr. Fauci.
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STATEMENT OF ANTHONY S. FAUCI

Dr. FAUCI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

commit.tee. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to

testify before you hé.e today on the role of the NIH research

endeavor in HIV prevention, the subject of this hearing. I

guess the slides don't work, so we wil-l go with the--are they

up? Okay. There they are.

Okay. On the first slide shown on the board there, f

want to just emphasize that since the very early days of HIV

that you described in your opening statement., in the summer

of 1981, there have been some spectacular advances ín AIDS

research ranging from t.he initial discovery of the virus to

the del-ineation of the pathogenesis, natural history, but,

importantfy, treatment.

Now, Lreatment has been one of the more spectacular

successes in the development of now over 25 drugs that have

transformed the lives of HfV-infect.ed individuals. The

resul-ts of this have been quite impressive.

On the next sl-íde is a review paper showing the resul_ts

of the first decade of HIV wrít.ten up in the Journal- of

Infect.ious Diseases that there is a conservative estimat.e of

about 3 million lives--years of life have been saved ín the

Uníted States alone from 1,996 throuqh 2OO5 on the basis of

21,
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the accessibility of treatment, part.icularly the combinat.ions

of therapies. This has been repeat.ed and werified in Europe,

Australia, and Canada.

Now, that is the very good news. But the subject of t.he

hearing is what is st.i1l going on? So on the next slide,

just t.o reiterate what Dr. Gerberding had said, we stil-l have

a major ongoing problem globally and even here in the Unít.ed

States with over one-ha1f mil-l-ion deaths , !.1mill-ion people

infect.ed with HIV, and, as underscored by Dr. Gerberding, 25

percent of them are unaware that t.hey are infected. And we

know t.he majority of infections come from an individual- who

does not know that he or she is infected, transmitted to

another individual-.

And an example is something that is very close to home.

We make rounds three t.imes a week at our clinic, up at the

clinical center at the NTH, and just last week a patient was

presented to me, a resident of the District of Columbia,. 38

years oId, who presented for the first t.ime with advanced

tuberculosis, central nervous system llrmphoma, and CB4 count

of 3, which is about as 1ow as you can get in a viral l-oad.

That person clearly was infected for many years, has now

compromised his own ability to be treated because he is so

advanced, and who knows how many people that that person

exposed, mainly because he did not know that he was infected.

Now, on the next sl-ide, what about prevent.ion? The NIH
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and it.s multiple institutes, particularly our instituce,

NIAID, NIMH, NIDA, Child Health, and others, have been

heavily invol-ved in prewention research. And when I say

prevention research, it's to try and get some of the

scientific facts t.hat woul-d help inform some of t.he

activities that are implemented so well by the CDC.

On this sl-ide we show that if you include vaccine,

behavioral change, and microbicides, about 38 percent of the

NIH budget is devoted to prevention activities. And I just

want to spend a minute to underscore some of the prowen

strategies as well as those that are stil-1 invest.igational-

and for which we have remaining challenges on the next sl-ide.

Proven HIV prevention strategies again underscores what

Dr. Gerberding ment.ioned, that prevention does work when it

is applied and implemented. For example, preventing sexually

transmitt.ed disease, cognitive behavior interventions when

applied have been shown to work. Behavíoral- changes

regarding sexual- transmissíon are paramount in its

prevention. Condom promotíon. In a study, a group of

studies that hrere sponsored by the NIH just a year and a half

ago on adult mal-e circumcision in an international basis,

predominantly in sub-Saharan Africa, showed anlrwhere from a

55 Lo 65 percent prevention in males who were circumcised

t.hat lasted for 3 Lo 4 years of follow-up and likely much

more.
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The prevention of blood-borne transmission. Clearly

needle exchange programs work. There is no doubt about that.

Drug treatment programs, methadone and related programs have

been shown in a number of studies by the CDC and by NIDA and

NIH to work.

And probably the most. dramatic success story is the

prevention of mother-to-child transmissíon, by treating the

mother during pregnancy and the baby soon after delivery, and

most recent studies, weeks to months of breast feeding have

been truly a great success story

The next slide.

There are also some investigational prevention

strategies, some of which are in the process of being proven,

others that are stil1 chal-l-enging. The fírst is the

prevention and treatment of coinfections, such as

tuberculosis, malaria, and other sexually transmitted

diseases. Not al-l- STDs, ot sexually transmitted diseases,

when you treat them resul-t in a decrease in HIV transmission,

but some do. And we are no\^r continuing our studíes to try

and delineate that. a little bít more clearly.

I¡le have been challenged by topical rnicrobicide studies.

The initial studies over the past several years have proven

not to be ef f ective. They \^/ere the f irst generation of

studies that did not incorporate specific anti-HIV drugs;

they v/ere merely chemicals that would block transmission, but
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not in a specifíc anti-HIV manner. The product.s t.hat are

currentl-y in the pipel-ine we are cautiously optimistic about.

The l-ast two I want to close on is antiretrovirals as

prevention and waccines. By an antiretroviral- as prevention,

\^/e mean t.hat if you treat. people who are infect.ed, you could

theoretically and in realit.y decrease their ability to

transmit Lo others. You can talk about populat.ion studies;

if you treat enough people in a population, you will get the

mean viral load in the population low enough that you might

decrease the incidence; but. even more potentially exciting is

what we cafl PrEP, and Dr. Gerberding mentioned t.hat on one

of her slides , ot preexposure prophylaxis. There ís a large

study conducLed by the CDC, several other studies, some of

which are conducted by the NIH, looking at a large number of

indíviduals to see íf, in fact, this treatment prior to

infection would significantly b1ock L.ransmission.

And then t.here is vaccines, which in the history of

viral diseases are generally the Holy Grail of how you stop

the transmission of a viral- infect.ion. We have not been

successful- thus far. As shown on this slide, ât the last

meeting this summer in Mexico City of the InternaLional- AIDS

Society, we discussed some of the remaining challenges and

the realit.y that we will not have an HIV vaccine at l-east for

several years at best.. T am cautiously optimistíc that we

will, but up until t.he time that we do, w€ are going to be
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left wíth the prevention measures t.hat hrere discussed by Dr.

Gerberding and myself and in your or,'rn opening statement, Mr.

Chairman.

So in the last slide, I want t.o emphasize thaL point;

that when we talk about prevention, it is not unidimensional,

and it is not one-size-f it.s-a]l-. lVe refer to it as a

comprehensive prevention Loolbox, of which a vaccine would be

a major contribution. But even if we get a vaccine that is

effective, we would stil-l- have to rely very heavily on the

other prevention measures that have been discussed in our

various statemenLs.

So I will- close here, Mr. Chairman, and be happy to

ans\^Ier any questions.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Fauci.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Fauci fol]-ows:l

******** INSERT 1_3 ********

zo
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Chairman WAXMAN. Dr. Insel-, do you have a statement?

Dr. INSEL. No statement, just to go on to questions.

Chairman WAXMAN. Okay. I want to start off the

quesLions for you, Dr. Gerberding. I want to ask about CDC's

HIV prevention goals and its budget.

In ,January of 2001,, and I understand this was before

your tenure as Director, CDC released a document call-ed HIV

PrevenLion Strategic PIan Through 2005. At the time, the

working estimate of annual new infections per year in the

U.S. r^/as 40,OOO. The agency called t.his number relatively

stable, but unaccepLably high, and stated that a ne\^r

strat.egic plan for HIV prevention was essential.

In this 2001 document, what was CDC's target for

reducíng annual- new HTV infections?

Dr. GERBERDING. I would want to Iet. you know that

although I was not the CDC Director during t.his period of

time, I t,rras on an advisory committee before I went t.o the

Center, before I went to CDC, so I participat.ed ín the

earl-iest phases of that development. And t.he expectation

optimistically at that time was a 50 percent reduction ín the

number of new infect.ions, to be able to drive the infection

rate down Lo 20,000. At that time we didn't hawe a l-ot of

evídence to model or base those figures oD, but we bel-ieved

that if we did everything we knew how to do, we could strive

for that. It made sense to create a stretch goal, and
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obviously r,'re didn't make it.

Chairman WAXMAN. Because if we l-ook at 2005, fast

forward 5 years l-ater, CDC's estimate of annual new

infections at that point was still- 40,000 a year, and the

figure hasn't budged. Why do you t.hink that nothing changed?

Was it--what is vour assessment?

Dr. GERBERDING. I think it is complicated, but. there

are two factors tfråt probably play a pretty big ro1e. One is

the fact t.hat our earlier estimates were made before we

recognized the benefits of drug treatment. And so what

happened was we suddenly had a larger and larger and larger

number of people in our country with HIV who present.ed a

transmission rísk to ot.her people because they hrere surviving

instead of dying from the disease. So it was a positive

factor, but ít clearly made our earl-ier estimates fairly

irrelewant.

The second thing is that I don't think we adequately

cont.rolled for the generational effect. So as new young

people come into the risk environment, t.hey don't

behave--kids are not litt.le adul-ts. They don't behave the

\^/ay \^/e woul-d expect more mature people who have ]ived through

their friends dying to behave. And so" we saw increased

infectíon rates, âs \^re are still seeing today, among the

youngest. people. So our estimates did not adequately adjust

for the generational problem of new cohorts at risk.
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Chairman TVAXMAN. When we look at the CDC budget in

2001, there was a steady growth in the prevention part. And

by that time, in 2007, CDC's HIV prevention budget actually

dropped in adjusLed dol-l-ars just by 20 percent. So whil-e we

didn't see the decrease we had hoped for, \^¡e saw, in fact, a

steady l-evel-, which woul-d be that--a failure of the

prevention effort.s to succeed.

At that point., CDC put a document forward extending its

HIV prevention Lhrough 2010. And what was the goal in that

document, if you can tell- us?

Dr. GERBERDING. I would have to qo back and review that

particular estimate.

Kewin, maybe you can answer that question.

Dr. FENTON. Thank you very much for t.hat question.

fn the 2007 revision of the HIV prevent.íon strategy,

what we Ì¡¡ere attempting to do is to identify shorter-term

goals for HIV prevention as well as looking at goals which

\¡/ere achievabl-e within the resources that we had at CDC. One

of t.he experiences r,rre had from 2001, to 2007 , as you

mentioned, \á/as the fact that our budget remained relatively

flat over that time, so it was crucially important that we

looked at what was achievable in the nexL 3 years. In the

meantime- -

Chairman V'IAXMAN. And the numbers that you f ound t.hat.

you thought was achievable was, rather than 50 percent, down
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to l-0 percent; Is that right?

Dr. FENTON. That is correct.

Chairman VüAXMAN. And was that 1-0 percent. goal model-ed

on the fact that you saw a decrease in the prevention side of

the HIV budget?

Dr. FENTON. It was modeled on the real-ities of the

existing prevention budget as well as the availability of

better information, better surveílIance information, better

data on incidence which we knew \^rere forthcoming in the nexL

Ie\¡7 years.
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Chairman WAXMAN. And how much did

requesL for HIV prevention for t.his next

Dr. GERBERDING. The request in the

less than the request from l-ast. year by

it is a reduction.

Chairman WAXMAN. As I understand,

million?

the administration

fiscal year, 2009?

proposed budget ís

a percent or so. So

that is 5752.6

Dr. GERBERDING. I believe t.hat is correct.

Chairman V{AXMAN. Now, according to your professional-

judgment budget, the funding that CDC needs to conduct

appropriately scal-ed-up domestic HIV prevention programs and

research for 2009, I understand, is $1-.63 billion; is that

right.?

Dr- GERBERDING. If we were able to waLk out the door

today and do absolutely everything that we knew how t.o do to
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ful-I scal-e, it woul-d be expensíve, and those numbers reflect

that kind of best-case scenario. I think we al-so recognize

\^re couldn't go f rom where we are to where we would like Lo be

as fast as we probably refl-ected in our budget estimaLes, but

we wanted to give you the flavor that the scal-e here ís one

challenge. The "what to do" is t.he other chal-l-enge.

Chairman WAXMAN. WeII, and just to look at where we are

and where you would like us to be and where do you think t.he

money could wisely be spent, the admínistration is proposing

hal-f of what CDC's experts say is necessary. And, in fact,

that is an actual decrease of $1 million from fiscal year

2008. So the proportion, it appears to us , for domestic HIV

funding for prevention would be around 5 percent.

Dr. GERBERDING. I think the figure for the large

request for domestic HIV, the ç24.L billion owerall that has

been requesLed includes about a 4 percenL'prevention budget,

at least according to the analysis that. we have been able to

review from Kaiser. So it is a very small piece of the

overal-l- budget. And I think the concept of a dime of

prevention is worth a dol-l-ar of cure is what we need to

relook at., especíalIy now that we have these new incidence

data. In addition, we know that. iL is cost-saving t.o prevent

HIV because it is so expensive to treat.

Chairman WAXMAN. You are telling us that information.

Did you tel-l- the President? Did you tel-l- the Secretary of
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HHS? Did anyone in the administrat.ion ever come and ask you

over the l-ast 6 years what you and your expert colleagues

beliewed and what. you would need in order to turn the

domestic epidemic around?

Dr- GERBERDING. I¡tre have had a lot of briefings on this

subject. And I think one of the challenges that I face at

CDC is my own expert judgment, that it isn't going to be

enough to just do more of the same. Vüe have got to really

sLep back and say, you know what.? If you keep doing the same

t.hing over and over again, it doesn't matter how big you do

it, you are not really going to solve the problem.

So not only do we need to expand what we know can work,

we have got to find new things. And so I rea1Iy want to

emphasize that the research for new too1s is also a very,

very big part of this. And I am sure that Dr. Fauci woul-d

agree with that, thaL there is more we need to know and not

just more that we need to do.

Chairman WA)WAN. We1l, just to conclude my questioning

here, you.can't do more of the same with less money, even if

some of the same things you v/ere doing were successful.

Dr. GERBERDING. Unl-ess you are a magician.

Chairman WAXMAN. And íf you could get new tools, that

would be great. But you may not. be abl-e to even do the new

tool-s if your prevention budget. is decreasing and the

population of people being infected is even more than we
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expected.

Dr. GERBERDING. What I am really also--and what I have

asked Dr. Fenton to do is to look at whatever the pie is,

what.ever the investment that we have, and make absolutely

sure that whatever we are doing with it, r^¡e are getting the

absolute maximum out of it that we can. VrIe may need to

rebalance. We would like to have more, but we may need to

also rebalance what r,rre are doinq to make sure that it is

making the biggest difference.

Chairman V{AXMAN. Thank you very much.

Mr. Davis.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Of course, Congress appropriates

the money, noL the administration. So t.his Congress has t.he

authority to move those numbers up or down appropriately,

don't t.hey?

Dr. GERBERDING. That. is correct.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Okay. And are we spending more

internationally on AIDS prevention and treatment than we are

nationally now?

Dr. GERBERDING. We are spending more internationally

for the President's emergency program as well as the gtobal

fund.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. So basically we have seen more

funding for AIDS and HIV prevention and treatment, but. it is

going internationally instead. of--
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Dr. GERBERDING. May I just qualify that for a

stat.ement?

MT. DAVIS OF VIRGINÏA. Please.

Dr. GERBERDING. Because as I said, our total Federal

budget for HIV is 24-some bíllion dollars a year because of

the mass inwestment that we make in treat.ment naturall-y. So

we are not spending ç24 billion internaLionally a year.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Now, a ful-I 25 percent of

individuals with HIV, I t.hink, are unaware of their

infection, and these ind.ividuals account for about 50 percent

of new infections?

Dr. GERBERDING. It is about--it is probably close to 50

percent. We know that once people find out. what--I think it

is actually 58 percent. The undiagnosed people are

accounLing for about 60 percent of the infections that we are

seeing. But we are also learning more recently that probably

early infection is a special subset of that group. And so

people who are newly infected don'L recognize iL, aren't

getting tested as they develop the systems of t.he conversion

il-Iness, are highly infectious wíth great--

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. How long does it. take after the

cont.act that you're inf ect.ed and can pass it. on? Is it a

maLter of hours? Davs?

Dr. GERBERDING. IL is not hours, but it happens faster

than we realíze now t.hat. we have more and more sensitive
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tests. So although the antibody test may not become positiwe

for many days, the virus is replicat.ing very early on after

exposure. And that is why people can transmit even though

they don't know they have it.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. I recenLly spent about 10 days

in Africa touring some of our facilitíes that r^/ere there on

AIDS prevention. One of the problems there is the people

that have it now are getting medical care, they are keeping

mothers from passing it to their kids, they are abl-e to live

seminormal lives. But over there, the men are just not as

likely to go in and Lurn themsel-ves in, and there is sLil1 a

l-ot of denial in Af ríca. f s there anything simil-ar in t.he

United States?

Dr. GERBERDING. There are many comparable social

issues. One of them is shame; the people are ashamed to have

the infection. The other is stigma; they are punished if

someone else finds out they have it. And then the third is

ignorance. There are stil1 many people in this country and

around the world who don't recognize the risk and don't

understand that their behawior puts them at risk.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Now, I understand that 38

percent, of the indivíduaIs, roughly, with newly diagnosed HTV

are now developing fuIl-bl-own AIDS within a year of

diagnosis. For these individuals, prevention, testing, and

Lreatment strategies don't seem to have worked. What do you
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see? Is there a granular understanding of this population,

what. leads to this outcome in people who are being diagnosed

and then moving quickly to AIDS?

Dr. GERBERDING. V'lel-], the HIV diagnosis is happening

perhaps years after the ínfection has occurred at the time

people are beginning to develop slrmpt.oms. So it is a failure

to diagnose, a fail-ure to reach out and get yourself tested,

or a failure for health professionals or people )¿ou encounter

in- -

MT. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA.

and waiting so long?

But that is a diagnosis question

Dr. GERBERDING. So, D, the diagnosis of t.he prevention

paradigm, has got to be a strong emphasize.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Now, as the epidemíc has

progressed, the perception of HIV/AIDS has changed. The

success of effectiwe treatments may have the d.ownside of

creating a sense of complacency about HIV/AIDS impacl. V'lhat

are the Federal efforts that are under vüay in order to

address complacency and correct some of these misconcept.ions?

Anything that we can do?

Dr. GERBERDING. We need to do so much more t.han we are

doing right no\^/. We need to get AIDS back on t.he radar

screen. We need to highlight the fact. that. this isn't just

something that happens underground; t.his is something that is

stil-l posing a t.hreat to college students and to young men
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and \Àromen across our Nation' s f abric. VrIe need to engage

community leaders. We need to engage popular opinion

leaders. We need to make it. clear that it is not a problem

"over there, " it is a problem at home. And all you hawe to

do is l-ook at t.he statistics in the metropolit.an D.C. Area to

see a picture that woul-d suggest we have not.hing to be

complacent about..

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. ft's remarkable, the medical

progress that has been made in this area over t.he last l-0

years. I was very surprised. I mean, people who were

diagnosed, now it. is no longer a death sentence if you take

your med.ication regularly. We are being able to stop it from

being passed on Lo kids and t.he 1ike. I mean, gett.ing

treatment no\^r, if you are HlV-positive, going and getting

treatment is 1itera11y a lifesaver, Isn't it?

Dr. GERBERDING. Treatment is lifesaving. And this ís

hard to sây, but as much as r'.re want people with HIV

infections to live and thrive and survive, it is not good Lo

have HIV. These drugs are hard to take. They are wrought

with complications and side effects. It is not easy to have

HIV and take these druq treatmenLs for a lifetime.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. And it is expensive.

Dr. GERBERDïNG. And it is expensive. And ít ísn't a

disease that anyone should want to have, and it ís certainly

not a disease that we should accept as just part of our
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advanced society. We still need to prevent this disease.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. For t.he uninsured who are

diagnosed HlV-posítive, obviously having to take the

medication is, what, $1,000 a month. What would it be?

Dr. GERBERDING. It depends very much on which regimen

you are takíng. And there are, fort.unately, right nor,rr so

many good choices that there are a variety of options and a

wariety of cost factors. But it is not inexpensive. It is

one of the most expensive chronic diseases to treat and

manage.

Mr. DAVIS OF VIRGINIA. Okay.

Chairman Ii'IAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Davis.

Mr. Tierney.

Mr. TIERNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you all for your testimony here. You have

testified about t.he importance of implementing evídence-based

prevention programs, so f want to ask a few questions tying

it. in on the evidence behind some of our policies that affect

the prevention programming.

The new CDC incidence numbers show that injection drug

use directly accounts for about 12 percent of the new

infections. The sexual partners, the children of injection

drug users are also indirect.ly at. rísk.

There is scíentific consensus that needle exchange

programs reduce the transmission of HIV and other infectious
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diseases without increasíng the rate of drug use. Needle

exchange programs also connect people to import.ant health and

social services, including drug treatment. These are

conclusions that have been reached, as far as I undersLand

it, based on evidence of at least 18 groups of expert.s and

the most. prominent professional- and publíc health societíes

in the world, including the CDC and NIH. Just recently, when

the CDC published its August data, the authors noted t.hat.

infections among injection drug users dropped 80 percent, and

they stat.ed that, among other f actors, one reason was t.hat

drug users, and I quote, have reduced needle sharing by usíng

steri1e syringes available through needle exchange programs

or pharmacies.

So despite this overwhelming mountain of evidence, every

year the Labor-HHS Department appropriations bill includes

provisions banning the use of Federal- funds for the needle

exchange programs. So it Looks like other programs around

t.he country and communities and States are doing all that

they can do, private people, but they are noL realIy being

supported by the Federal- Government.

So, Dr. Fauci, let me start with you, if I could. fn

your professional scientific judgment, does the public health

evidence support the Federal ban on funding needle exchange

programs?
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group that I helped cochair years and years ago to l-ook in a

somewhat meta-analysis way of al-l- t.he data that you referred

to asking the two questions, A, does needle exchange help

promote illicit drug use; and, B, does it impede or block in

many respects t.he transmission of HIV? And the answer to

both of those questions were: It doesn't. increase the

injection drug use, and it does prevent HIV infection.

So the scientific dat.a are reaIly rather firm and

tot.a11y convincing that injection drug use and the

transmission of HIV through injection drug use can be

decreased significantly by needle exchange programs.

Mr. TIERNEY. Dr. Gerberding and Dr. Fenton, in your

professional- scientific judgment, do you agree with Dr.

Fauci?

Dr. GERBERDING. I agree. And I al-so ran a bridge

program to needle exchange in San Francisco, from San

Francisco General Hospital, so T had a chance to see

first -hand.

I want to emphasize the word you used, though,

rrprogram,'r because it isn't just the needle, it is the

surrounding education, the reduction in partners and sharing

and so forth. So it has to be done in the context of the

overall program. And my understanding is that there is

actually for CDC a congressional prohibit.íon on using any of

our appropriat.ed dollars f or needl-e exchange. So we need to
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h/ork on t.his.

Mr. TIERNEY.

out.

That was the dilemma that I was point.ing

Dr. Fenton, do you also agree?

Dr. FENTON. I concur.

Mr. TIERNEY. Okay. So let me move on nor,rr and ask a

question about programs for youth. The new CDC data shows

that almost a third of the new infections occur with people

under the age of 30. There's been a number of comprehensive

sex educat.ion programs that appear to show a reduction of HIV

or HIV risk behaviors among young people. But aside from a

small amount of money in CDC's Department of Adolescent

School Health, there doesn't appear to be any Federal funds

dedicated to comprehensive sex education. In the meantime,

we spend about $1.5 billion on abstinence-on1y-unti1-marriage

programs.

I am ahrare that no evidence that this kind of narrow

program decreases HIV risk. In fact, a longitudinal,

independent, congressionally mandated study that. came out

l-ast year found that the programs had no impact at al-l- on

Leen behavior compared Lo the control group. In April, w€

heard from the American Public Heal-th Association, the

American Academy of Pediatrics, and others that these

programs are not supported by evidence.

So, I want to ask each of you individuqlly, in your
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professional- scientific judgment, do you believe that

evidence at this time supports abstinence-on1y-until--marriage

programs as an effective intervention to reduce HIV risk

among youth? Dr. Gerberding?

Dr. GERBERDING. Let me say that I have spent a great

deal- of t.ime in preparation for this hearing rewiewing those

data, and I agree with the conclusions that there is no

evidence of benefit from the 10 abstinence-only programs that

have been evaluated. And in looking at the comprehensive

curricula programs, t.here is more evidence of benefit, at

least in t.erms of benefit, in knowledge. And hopefully STDs

in the long term--alt.hough we have never st.udied an impact on

HIV.

But I also want to emphasize t.hat there are many in the

STD world of science who bel-ieve that delaying the entree to

sexual behavior is a good and very important part. of a

comprehensive program. So, abstinence is not a dirty word,

but programs t.hat deal- with youths' sexual- health need to

bring to them the entíre compendium of tool-s that. we know

they may need ín their efforts to protect themselves.

Mr. TIERNEY. Dr. Fenton.

Dr. FENTON. I agree with the statemenLs of Dr.

Gerberding. I know of no evidence supporting the

effectiveness of abst.inence-on1y-until--marriage programs in

prevent.ing STDs or HIV incidence among young people. And I
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al-so support and concur with Dr. Gerberding's st.at.ement

regarding the ro1e of comprehensive sex education programs as

an effective tool or as part of an effective program toward

beLter sexual health among our yout.h.

Mr. TIERNEY. Dr. Fauci.

Dr. FAUCI. Yes, I agree al-so. It is pretty clear that

if you look at abst.inence only in a vacuum, that there is no

data t.o indicate that. that decreases transmission of HIV or

other sexually transmitted diseases.

But, again, to underscore what Dr. Gerberding says, âs

part of a comprehensive program where you try to delay t.he

sexual debut, but you also inform people of what you need to

do if you do not practice abstinence has to go along with

that; ot.herwise, alone in a vacuum, it doesn't work.

Mr. TIERNEY. LeL me, if I can, conclude by asking, has

Health and Human Services ever asked any of you for your

opinion on t.hese two subjects?

Dr. GERBERDING. I¡tre have had many briefings on this

subject, and say that as the data have come forward, it has

only been recently that we have had evaluation studies pulled

together t.o reall-y ask the question. From a CDC standpoint,

our total inwestmenL in abstinence every year is about ç2.2

milIion, and I actually wish 15 years ago we had made a much

bigger investment because we would know the answers to t.he

questíons that we are finally now beíng able to surface. So
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\^/e erred, perhaps, in ret.rospect, in not going into this with

an open mind and doíng t.hose kinds of programmatic,

innovaLive evaluation programs in the first place.

Mr. TIERNEY. f would be comforted if the budget.

refl-ect.ed the error and changed around and moved some of that

money to a more effect.ive place. But it's a littl-e l-at.e for

that one, I think. Thank you.

Chairman WAXIvIAN. Mr. Shays.

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

A number of years â9o, I chaired t.he committee that.

oversaw HHS, and we had Donna Shalala come before us because

HHS had failed for a year to get the committee together t.hat

was to begin to describe how r^re--and det.ermine how we could

protect the blood supply. Vüe had 25,000 hemophil-iacs who

died. And I never saw it as my purpose to go after the

C1inton administration, nor do I think it is my purpose here

to go after the Bush administration. But I am reaIly puzzled

that this would in any way be a political issue.

r would l-íke to know from both our key witnesses have

you found in any way that the administration has been

unresponsive ín trying to deal with this AIDS epidemic?

Dr. GERBERDING. I would like to say that my

intersecLion with both Secretaries that T've worked for as

individuals, as well- as staf f f rom the V'Ihite House that I

have encountered on t.he issue of domestic and international
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AIDS, has come to me to ask for science, they have come to me

to ask for t.he data. I don't personally feel that I've come

under any pressure to comply with a part.icular policy.

Mr. SIIAYS. Hawe you f ound t.hem unresponsive?

Dr. GERBERDTNG. No, I haven't. That has not been my

experience.

Mr. SIIAYS. Dr. Fauci, have you found them unresponsive?

Dr. FAUCI. No, I have not. They've listened, several

administrations, the current administration, the Clinton

administration, and the--

Mr. SHAYS. I mean, it seems like it's the one area

where politics has kind of not been part of it, so I would

hate to introduce it no\^r.

What you have basically said to us is Lhe upward

adjustment does noL reflect an acceleration of the epidemic,

but a more precise capability to distinguish between recent

and long-term infections. So isn't it cl-ear that we have new

information, and when there is new information, we need to

respond to it? Dr. Fauci?

Dr. FAUCI. Yes. As we get new information, \À¡e

certainl-y do need Lo respond to it, and t.hat is the reason

for the intensification.

Mr. SIIAYS. Isn't this new information that r/ì/e are

learning? I mean, v¡e are learning that with the epidemic

hasn't gone up, it is just that our statistics were not as
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accurate as they could be, correct?

Dr. FAUCI. Yes. As Dr. Gerberding has mentioned, and I

wil-l obviousl-y leave for her to commenL on that, the ne\^/,

more sophisticated and accurate counting measures indicate

that the incidence or number of new infectíons per year is

higher than we had thought. ít was. But it has been stable

since t.he'90s, so it has not gone up. It is just higher

numbers because of better counting.

Dr. GERBERDING. The new information is based primarily

on new testing activities in the States as well- as new Lests.

What ít tel-l-s us is that there ís no room for complacency;

55,600--

Mr. SHAYS. Absolutely, there is no room for

complacency. The issue is that. we have new information, and

from this new information we can better act on it, correct?

Dr. GERBERDING. That is exactly why-

Mr. SHAYS. Norlr, do either of you appear before the--

Chairman WAXMAN. If you will forgive me. I know it is

your 5 minutes, but. it seems to me you haven'L 1et a witness

complete a sentence yet. And I know you only have a limited

time, but I woul-d be glad to yield.

Mr. SHAYS. I am sorry, I just have a number of

questions, but I am delighted to have you continue.

Dr. GERBERDING. I think the important message here is

that we need to be able to have this kind of informatíon at
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the community Ievel, because it tells us right where we need

to go. This data tell-s us nationally we need to go to men

who have sex with men, African Americans and Hispanic people,

and do a lot more than we are doing right. now in those

targeted populations. But ín communities t.here will be even

more specifíc information that can tell us how to use the

resources we have to get. the most benefit from it.

So you are absolutely right. This information has

to--it tells me that we need to reframe what we are doing.

Arrd I have asked Dr. Fenton to bring in expert.s and really

look at our portfolio as it exísts in l-ight of t.his new

information, and say where are we and where should we be.

Mr. SIAYS. And I congrat.ulate the both Chairman and

Ranking Member, because I know they worked together in having

this hearing. This is a huge piece of informatíon. It

rea11y isn't political information, it is new knowledge,

based on new science, and we need to respond to it.

I would like to make sure, do you either, any of the

four of you, make presentations before the Congress on

funding requests?
' Dr. FAUCI. Yes. We defend the budgec every year at our

appropriations hearing in front of the House and t.he Senate.

Mr. SIAYS . And you are never required to say somethíng

that is not true before those hearings, correct?

Dr. FAUCï. Correct.
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Mr. SIIAYS. So in other words , íf a commitLee member

asked you a question about your funding needs, you would be

very candid with them; is t.hat not correct?

Dr. FAUCI. Yes.

Mr. SIIAYS. Ts that correct?

Dr. GERBERDING. Yes.

Mr. SIIAYS. So if someone on the committee said, is t.his

enough money to do your job, and you said--you didn't think

it was, you would tell- them, well-, wê think we need more; and

if we had more, w€ would put. it to this use. Is that

correct?

Dr. GERBERDING. V'Iel-I, Mr. Shays, there is the reality

as an agency head, and I know Dr. Fauci feel-s this as an

institute head, we can always t.hink of good ways to spend

money to do more than we are doing. But we also have to

respond to the realit.ies of the budget proposals that are put

in front of us. But. when you ask me for my professional

judgment., I give you my very best ansr^/er, unconstrained by

any other realities.

Mr. SIIAYS. So any member on that committee who says, do

you need more money in these areas, and how you would .use it,
j

you would let them know?

Dr. GERBERDING. I teII t.he truth.

Mr. SIAYS. Thank vou.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Chairman, if I may, as an
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appropriator on that commit.tee.

Mr. SHAYS. Sure.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. I think what Dr. Gerberding said was

honest, but I think it honestly needs to be said that she

comes in and she does her job as an utmost professional-. She

is very, very honest, âs everyone is from CDC, NIH. But they

all defend--they all defend the President's priorities and

t.he President's choices.

Mr. SHAYS. Right.. And then yoü, as a member of the

committee, feel- very inclined to ask very candid questions.

Arrd I know that, based on the testimony, that they woul-d give

you a candid response in return.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. And then if we do anything, it is cal-l_ed

an earmark by the President.

Mr. SHAYS. So I will just conclude by saying, in the

end this was a budget agreed to by a Democratic Congress,

suggested by a Republican President. It. ís a bipartisan

budget. And in the end; we have to work together to come up

with the best conclusions.

Thank you very much.

Chairman WAXMAN. V,lithout objection, the Chair would

like to recogníze himself for an additional- minute. Hearing

no objection.

Dr. Fauci and Dr. Gerberding, âs I understand it, when

you come before the Congress, yoü are defending the budget
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submit.t.ed by the administ.ration,- ísn't that correct?

Dr. FAUCf. CorrecL.

Dr. GERBERDING. CorrecL.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Now, unless you are asked what your

professional judgment might be, you are there to represent

the administration.

Dr. Gerberding, when I asked you questions earlier, you

indicated t.hat you thought that you shoul-d have had more

money in the prevention efforts going all the way back to the

beginning of your time. And I asked you about whet.her you

heard from people in the administ.ration, the President.,

Secretary, and others, whether they asked you what you really

needed. You said you had lots of meetings held with

superiors who discussed these needs.

I would like to ask you for the record to submit

documents and any other further information about the

meetings you had to tell them what you t.hought you needed to

prewent the epidemic from increasing in scope.

Dr. GERBERDING. I will do my best to resurrect that.

[The information follows: ]

******** COMMITTEE ïNSERT ********
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Dr. GERBERDING. I must also say that HIV isn't the only

place that we have gone to say we are concerned about.

Mr. SIIAYS. Woul-d the gentl-eman yield for a slight

intervention?

Chairman WAXMAN. Certainl-v.

Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.

I just want to make sure for the record, was t.his new

data avail-able--and I don't. know what t.he ans\Ärer is. But was

this new data t.hat is available today available when the

President and Congress were presenting their--doing their

l-ast budget?
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Dr. GERBERDING. The new data \^rere published in August,

the beginning of August of this year.

Mr. SHAYS. Thís year. So it was not avail-abl-e either

the PresidenL. or t.o Conqress?

Dr. GERBERDING. ThaL's correcL.

Mr. SIIAYS. Thank you.

Chairman üIAXMAN. In your developíng your CDC budget do

you start from scratch from what. you believe ís needed or do

you receive a preset total from HHS or t.he Office of

Management and Budget into which you must fit. your goa1s.

Dr. GERBERDING. I think, l-ike every agency, we're given

parameters. They vary from year to year. When I started, \^/e

were given parameters for increases. Recently, w€ have been

given parameters to have scenarios for a modest increase, a

flat line or a reductíon. And we go forward with different

versions of our request based on what parameters are finally

selected by the administration to present the final budget to

Congress. I al-so present our request to the formal budget

council in the Department, and that is a factor that the

Secretary weighs when he looks at all of the agency budgets

in aggregate, because he had to finally bring the budget

forward.
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Chairman WAXMAN. Now, when al-l- ís said and done, your

budget. now for domestic HIV prevention is around 5 percent,

and that's a drop in t.he percentage you've had in previous

years, isn't that correct?

Dr. GERBERDING. I'm not sure of the 5 percent. figure,

but most. of our domestic HIV money is for prevention, but the

amount. of money that our government. is spending on prevention

is still- hovering at about 4 percent of the totaI.

Chairman WAXMAN. Okay, thanks.

Ms. Speier.

Ms. SPEIER. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman.

I had the opportunit.y recently to spend some time at

Gil-ead which is a company in my district.. And I'm going to

preface my questions based on that fact, because they

provided me with information that I thought was pretty

astonishing. One is that, of the 50,000 new HIV individuals

in America, the vast percent.age of them are African American

women. Now that seems to be different from what you provided

today. But their concern to me was that Afrícan American

women are the highest increase in those conLracting HIV. Is

that not the case?

Dr. FENTON. No, that.'s incorrect. The majority of new

HIV infections are occurring among men, and the majority of

those are among men who have sex with men.

Ms. SPEIER. So Lhe women, then, the African American
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\ivomen are an increasinq numJcer?

Dr. FENTON. What you may have heard is that the largest

proportion of women who are newly infected wíth HIV are

African American women. So they account for nearly a

substant.ial proportion, more than half, or just about half of

the new infections which are occurring in women in the United

States. And then you have smaller proport.ions of infections

occurring among Hispanícs and white \^/omen; that. may have been

the statist.ic they were referring to.

Ms. SPEIER. What was most amazing to me was the regime

now for drugs has been reduced, at least with Gilead's \,rrork,

to one piIl a day, as opposed t.o 9 or 10 pills in which

patients oft.entimes will- not take one of the pilIs because it

is upsetting physically to them. And by being abl-e to just

take one pi1l, you're getting greaLer compliance.

What they impressed upon me was the importance of

testing, because as I think one of my colleagues earl-ier

said, it is not a death sentence an)rmore. In fact, being

diagnosed with HIV means that you can in fact have a full

Iífe, a ful-l- life expectancy. It is just being tested earIy,

being diagnosed early and getting the drugs and fol-lowing the

regime that. is offered; is that. not the case?

Dr. GERBERDING. That is t.he case. The one pi11 has

many drugs in it.

Ms. SPEïER. Correct.
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Dr. GERBERDING. But they are able to combine them into

a single tablet.

Ms. SPEIER. So listening Lo them and listening to you

it seems to me that we need to do two things, one is augment

the testing that goes on in this country everywhere. Two, we

require all other countries to come up with National HIV AIDS

plans if they are participating in PEPFAR, but we don'L have

a national plan; is t.hat true?

Dr. GERBERDING. We have a naLional strategy, and we are

commiLted to updating it in light of the new incidence

informat.íon that we are receiving.

VrIe also in, I think in December, Kevin, wil-l- be

publishing a new update on interventions that work that we

can incorporate into the national- strat.egy.

Ms. SPEIER. So testing, what do we do to augment

testing in thís country?

Dr. GERBERDING. There are some things we are doing

ríght nohr. One of the biggest advances is the rapid test,

that all-ows people to be tested ín non-medical environments.

We are reaIly pushing hard to make testing a routine part of

medical care so that when you come in, you get tested. I \^/as

so pleased to see this in action at San Francisco General-, it

is night. and day compared to even 5 years â9o, but that's noL

happening ever)rhrhere. It is particularly not happening in VA

hospitals and Federal facil-ities yet. because they have
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regulat.ions that have to be changed ín order for that to

happen. But we need to make testing universally accepted and

accept.able in aIl- kinds of nontraditional environments.

Ms. SPETER. Would it make sense to make Medicaid

funding contingent on part.icipating in a program where

testing done uniformly?

Dr. GERBERDING. V'Ie11, T woul-d l-ike to see us work with

CMS around support for screening, because ultimaLely

screening will be cost effective for CMS and HERSA and the

other Federally funded healt.h programs, so I thínk that is an

important lever that we want to pul1. And ,"" ar. workíng on

how to get t.hose regs changed.

Ms. SPEIER. Finally, in terms of microbicides, that was

heralded some years ago as being an outstanding opport.unity

for us to add.ress the issue, part.icularly in places around

Lhe world, Africa ín particul-ar. It appears in your

testimony that f just read that t.here has been some

disappointing results in the clinical trials. Could you

expand on that please and tell- us where you are going with

microbicides?

Dr. GERBERDING. The cl-inical trial so far with the

avail-able compounds have been disappointing. They have

failed to predict and in some cases may have actually

enhanced transmíssion because of irritation in the mucosal

tissues in contact with the microbicide, but that. doesn't
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mean that we v/on't find compounds that work. And there are

studies ongoing right now in animal models and early clinical

studies looking at both vaginal as well- as rectal-

microbicides. So this is a very important area for

investment. It is one of those new tools that I'm trying to

make a plea for working collaborat.ívely within NIH, of

course, âs wel-l- as FDA.

Dr. FAUCI. MosL of those studies, Ms. Speier, \^/ere done

with microbicides t.hat don't have a specifíc anti-HIV druq in

it. The second generations are those that are now

incorporating drugs that specifically block the virus, so the

issue t.hat Dr. Gerberding mentioned is one r,rre still haven't

overcome, is the propensity towards vaginal írritation which

can somet.imes paradoxically make things worse, but also there

has not been potent anti-HIV drugs in the compounds, which

now the second and third generations ones that. we feel a

little bit more optimistic about nor''r are ones t.hat do contain

t.hose compounds.

Ms. SPEIER. And my last question, Mr. Chaírman, to both

of you, if you were being asked today how much money.h¡e

should be spending in the United States on HIV and AIDS, how

much would that budqet. be?

Dr. GERBERDING. We have submitted that for the record,

our professional judgment without constraint. And as Kevin

and I sat down and walked through that budget, I think we
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recognize that. this isn't just a CDC questíon, it has to

include the NTH, it has to include SAMSA for mental- healt.h

because we can't sol-ve thís problem without doing more for

mental- health and substance use. And we need to address the

correctional facilities, because a disproport.ionate part of

the popul-ation at risk is in correctional- environments. So

we only have a piece, and we probably need to sit down

toget.her as a collaboration and really think Lhrough a true

national strategy, and that's what r,\re are proposing to do as

these new data become avail-able.

Ms. SPEIER. Give us a number nonethel-ess.

Dr. FAUCf. I can give you an NIH number. Our budget,

as you know, has been essentially flat for the last 4 or 5

years. So we have $29-p1us billion in research that

\,rre've--that. we spend, which is a substantial- amounl of money.

The difficulty is if you have no íncreases for several years

in a row, you're really looking at a 3.2 percent decrease per

year in actual real money in the sense of infl-ationary index.

So you are looking at. a minus 12, 13 or plus percent

decrease over a period of 5 years. So when people ask us, in

our professional- judgment, which I will give you no\^/, that if

you're looking at what we coul-d use and spend quite we11, the

NIH budget is ç2.9 billion for AIDS on a budget Lhat's ç29

billion for al-l- of NTH, so it is a litt1e more than l-0

percent. T¡'Iith a ç2.9 billion budget for the NIH for AIDs, w€
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could spend about $3.35 bil-Iion.

Chaírman WAXMAN. Thank you, Ms. Speier, your time has

expired.

Ms. McCol-lum.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

People are dying every day in this country because of

AIDS, and the numbers continue to increase despite the fact.

that AIDS prevention works. And I know this all too weIl,

because I recently lost a friend f rom ATDS. It r^/as a story

that could go with maybe not being test.ed quick enough. It

is a story this you could talk about. fear and discrimination,

but it also includes the Federal Government and the State of

Minnesota not doing what it could do t.o support people who

are on anti-retro viral- treatment and the sLress that these

individuals go through when their treatment is threatened or

cut off and t.hen they find themsel-ves scrambling for

treatment.

VrIe' re here t.oday because we need to get our energy back

int.o the need for HIV prevention and education efforts, and I

appreciate sincerely the testimony of the panel. I¡tre know

that there are populations now that are more aL rísk than

other populations. VrIe're here today because the CDC's report

found out t.his that there hrere 60, excuse me, 56,000 new HIV

infections last year focused in racial and ethnic minorities;

that's 10 percent of new cases. This is also true of
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Minnesota, and I wish Mr. Shays was still here. Maybe he'l-I

come back.

Minnesota has recorded the highest number of HIV cases

seen in the l-ast 10 years ín 2007. With 325 nev/ cases, gay,

bisexual men are t.he highest group impacted wíth 77 percent

of all cases. Minnesota also is facing higher increases

among young men and among Latina \^/omen. We know that the HIV

rate in African American men and in the immigrant populat.ion

is 20 t.imes higher than the statewide average.

Mr. Chair, I would--I'11 submit. some issues for t.he

record, but one thing that was brought. up in a question was,

wel-I, thís is new because v¡e're testing better. V'IeIl

Minnesota's been testing since 1985, so it is going up in

Minnesota. I'm--I--I want to ask you, again, do you think

t.he only reason why you're seeing rates increase in the

populations t.hat I have mentioned and across this country,

the only reason is because testing is more effective, knowing

that States submit records to you on a regular basis?

Dr. GERBERDING. I regret if I implied t.hat we thought

the reason for the number that this was related to testing.

This number is a ne\^/ number because we have a new diagnostic

test that allows us to t.ell when somebody was infected, so we

can distinguish very old infections from recent infections,

so that's the test el-ement of the number. But the number

that we are reportíng today and the back cal-cul-ations that we
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did using the new methodology of extrapolation over time

allows us to recognize that we've been misunderstanding the

true incidence for a long period of time. In part it is

complicated and I would be happy to sit down an walk through

some of the science of iL. But is not that we are doing more

test.ing, and you're right. Minnesota \^ras one of the f irst to

have HIV reporting and the first to take an aggressive

perspect.ive on that. But, nevertheless, even in Minnesota,

there are undiagnosed people and there is ongoing

transmission.

Ms. MCCOLLUM. Thank you.

One of the people who took it to the street, Look it to

public officials v/as a wonderful person, our State

epidemiologist , Dr. Michael Osterholm, who made sure t.hat we

kept track of records. And some people called him an

alarmist for going out and talking about. it at the time. I

think the al-arm needs to go off again, and so I thank you

again for your report..

Mr. Chairman, Lhe Minnesota DepartmenL of Health Federal

CDC HIV prevention grant has been reduced by I percent in t.he

past 5 years. Federal CDC STD prevention grants, which is

al-so a precursor that's been used, has been reduced 4 percent

since 2003. That's despíte the number of STD cases has risen

1-4 percent. since 2003.

Mr. Chair, f'ûr going to submit some information into the
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record from the State of Minnesota and the profile of HIV

epidemic. I will be around if there's an opportunity for

more questions. I originally wasn't going to spend my time

so much talkíng about Minnesota, but I wanted to, for the

public, clear up any misunderstanding that might have been

what these statist.ics are really indicating to us, and that,s

to wake up and to start gettíng correct information, and to

let today's youth know that treatment is not a cure; ít is

not a cure.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Ms. McCo11um.

We will be, wit.hout objection, we will be pleased to

receive the informat.ion for the record that. vou woul_d like to

submit.

[fhe information follows: ]

******** CoMMITTEE INSERT ********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Ms . V{atson.

Ms. WATSON. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman.

I just wanL to cl-arify something that was said, and I'11_

direct this towards you, Dr. Fenton, as I understood, HIV is

spreading more quíckly among African American \á/omen than any

other group. Is t.hat correct or not correct.?

Dr. FENTON. HIV infection is spreading at the greatest

ratre among gay and bisexual men. In fact the data shows t.hat

they are the only group where we have seen consistent and

sustained íncreases in HIV incidence since the early 1990s.

Ms. WATSON. Then, let me go back, because after the

virus was spread--I mean, identified around 1980, l_9Bi-, iL

was believed to be among white mal-es having sex with mal_es.

It. seemed that there was attention given to that. segment of

society, and things improved, and that's where the funding

was going. Maybe l-0 years later, there was data showing that

it was moving quícker among African Amerícan \^/omen, coming

from partners who injected themselves.

As I understand that, there is a disproportionat.e toll_

on African Americans, males, females at t.his time, and they

account for 1-2 percent of the population but 45 percent of

the new infections in the year 2006. Is that true?

Dr. FENTON. That's true.

Ms. VüATSON. Okay, I míght have missed this part of your

Lestimony, so l-et me just refer back to it. But can you tell
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us more about what CDC is doing in terms of the Heightened

Nat.ional- Response to address HIV and AIDS in the African

American communitv?

Dr. FENTON. Thank you. I would be delighted to tell

you about that. The Heightened National Response is an

initiative which was started ln 2006, and it. brings together

CDC or Federal partners and our partners and leaders in the

African American community to focus on the epidemic among

Af rican Americans and to accel-erat.e our prevention ef forts.

And the Heightened National Response is built on four

key pi11ars. The first is to expand HIV test.ing within the

African American communit.y. The second is to expand the

reach of our prevention services; in other words, to scale up

effective prevent.ion interventions with African Americans so

we know it. will- have an impact on the epidemic. The third is

to mobil-ize the African Amerícan community. And we have been

really workíng wíth a range of amazing African American

leaders to focus and to bring t.he conversation back to HIV

and the importance of communiLy leadership on HIV/AIDS. And

the fourth pillar is on research, to ensure that we are

investing in research for and by African Americans, so that

we're looking at cultural-Iy competent preventj_on

interventions movinq forward.

Ms. v\ïATSoN. *]*, the main points that you are

describing to us, did you get new funding to be able to
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implement?

Dr. FENTON. No, this is a great example of what Dr.

Gerberding said of looking at our existing prevention

portfolio and having to make tough decisions to real-ign our

existing prewention dollars into what, we believe are urgent

threats or urgent realitíes and to deal with the matters at

hand. And so this is part of the activities that we have to

do in the current environment.

Ms. VüATSON. V'Ie]I, going back and looking at the history

because I chaired the health and human services in the

California Senate for a1 years. I \^/as there when we

identified t.he virus, and T was there when money flowed in to

address whit.e males having sex with white ma1es. I was

t.here, too, when we discovered that it was moving among the

African American female community. And f never saw Lhe

funding keep pace with the spread. So I will expecL, in

trying to reach your goals to reduce the rate of infection,

that you have not been able to reach those goals of reducing

the rate of infect.ion among that. population.

Dr. FENTON. We11, actua11y, v/e do know that t.he

transmission rate of HIV has been declining in t.he United

States. There are morè people liwing with HIV, but--

Ms. V'IATSON. But what about African Americans? I rea11y

want to see zero in, because this was a great concern. I

carried the needle exchange program for years. I was cal-l-ed
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on the carpet by, particularly, the ministerial communit.y. I

had to go to San Francisco and sit in the hot. seat. And it

r,rras very, very difficult. to have an understanding that if we

do a needle exchange, ât l-east we take a dirt.y needl-e out .

And at that time, âs Dr. Gerberding has said, that we're able

then to give information about treatment and at the point of

exchange. And t.hat. program only was adopted af ter Wil-lie

Brown t.ook over, and I was gone at that point .

But. I'm stil-l- concerned as to what is happening in that

community. And I'm still- concerned about resources. And I

would like to know the status of mobilizíng the community--I

know we are working through a lost our churches no\ir¡. Could

you just add to that, please?

Dr. FENTON. Sure. It has been arL amazing couple of

years in which \,ve've brought leaders from al-I walks of 1ífe

into the African Amerícan community to dialogue wít.h us and

to plan with us. Leaders from the African American faith

communities, from the academic sector, from the business

sector, from grassroots organízations who have come to

Atlanta to talk about their activities and their plans and

look at ways is in whích CDC can accelerate effort.s Lowards

prevention. This has been a new way for us to work as an

agency. It is an important way for us to work as an agency

moving forward.

Ms. WATSON. If f might take just another minute, Mr.
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Chairman.

Chairman WAXMAN. Without objection, the gentlelady is

yielded anoLher minule.

Ms. V{ATSON. In the African American community, our

churches are the place where people come together. And that

is a route that I think should be more focused on. And if we

had the necessary budget items, and this is something f have

in mind, to impact those who are appropriators, wê realIy

need to--and I understand also that HIV/AIDS ís spreading

among Hispanic Americans novr, where it wasn't as heightened

âs, 10 years âgo, as it appears to be nohr. So I think that

we need a special program expanded to deal particularly in

the African American communitr¡ with our churches and other

community programs.

Wíth that, I will say thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And thank you, Dr. Fent.on.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Ms. WaLson.

Mr. Sarbanes.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thanks to the pane1.

I would imagine that. jusL about any condition can be

treated or inwolwes sort of two prongs at least. in your

strategy combat it. One is sort of behavíoral modification.

The other is treatment. So--but, obvíously, there are

certain kinds of conditions, diseases and so forth where that
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int.erplay is more relevant and elastic.

And--so I had a couple of questions. Is there any

evidence, or can you describe how progress on the treatment

front. may have contributed to some backsliding on sort of the

behavioral practice or modifying behaviors up front.? And if

that. has happened, you know, how do you address t.hat? What

are t.he strategies for--to maintain t.he intensity and focus

on bot.h strands without having them sort of cont.ribut.e to

going in the opposite direction with the other? And along

those lines, and this is my only question, so t.hen I ask you

al-l- to just jump in, are there conditions or diseases t.hat.

have been good reference points for you to look at where t.he

analogy is slrong enough, in terms of what we are dealing

with HIV and AIDS, of what's happened in terms of how we've

managed those is instructive in terms of the strategies that

we're trying to employ with respect to HIV and AIDS?

Dr. GERBERDING. f'11 start. r think that the risk

period for people, all other things being considered, for the

highest chance of transmitting to others is very early after

infection and then again very late in infection when the

viral- l-oad is very high. But you can transmj-t at any time.

So if treatment is successful- in suppressing viral- Ioad, it

stands to reason that people woul-d be less infectious to

others during that period of time. They also tend to change

their behavíor when they know they are infected and protect
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other people as a consequence of their dísease.

But we are experiencing anecdotal- and I think more

systematically a cohort of people who have falsely been

reassured that t.heir lives are going to be unaffected by this

treatment, and so there is some complacency and some

recidívism and increase in risk behavior. And we see that by

indicators such as the incidence of rectal syphilis goíng up

in some populations where there has been an increase in

unsafe sexual- practices, so that is a phenomenon.

There is--it is very difficult to find a good analogy to

HIV in the context that. you're asking the question. To some

exLent, TB is like that.. You have to treat it for a long

tíme, and people become less infectious when they are in

treatment. They can be falsely reassured by the therapy

early on and be l-ess conscient.ious about infecting the people

ín their households, but AIDS is a pretty unique infectious

disease, a chronic infectious disease for which we have a

chronic infect.ious disease treatment. And so \,rre're kind of

learning as we go with this one.

Dr. FAUCI. Just to underscore what you said about the

perceptions. The perception of somet.hing not being as bad as

we decades ago thought it was, if you look at the environmenL

that v/e're in, we used to have hospices and20 to 40 percenL

of the hospital beds in some cities \,\rere occupied by people

with HIV infection. IL is mostly an outpatient disease right
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now.

The public perceptions that put on the face of someone

with HIV, if you look at some of the advertisements for some

of the drugs, you open up medical journals and you page

through the first 10 pages and they have these

extraordinarily healthy looking people rock climbing saying,

I'm doing very well on my Atríp1a or on my, whatever drug

combinatíon they are on, and it really creat.es a fal-se

impression that we've been trying to underscore here, and Dr.

Gerberding mentioned ít actually formally in her

presenLation, is the issue that it is a bad thing to get HIV

infected. Even though with al-l- t.he very, very effective

drugs we have, it is not a good thing. It's difficult to

take the medications. It is a lifelong disease. If you

stop, we have shown as others have, that the virus bounces

right back, and at this point, we have not been able to cure

ir.
Mr. SARBANES. V'Ioul-d you attribut.e any of the increase

t.hat has been tal-ked about here today Lo this sort of

mísperception, or is it--ï'm sure it is hard to draw a

straight line

Dr: FAUCI. No, I think there is no question in our mind

that when people practice risk behavior, if you question them

and talk about it wit.h them, a signíficant amount, I can/t

give you a number, is due to the feel-ing that it isn, t as bad
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as it was back in the early 1980s. Of course, there was an

incredible amount of fear. If you \,\rere in New york City or

San Francisco or Los Angeles or some of the other citíes, the

fear among t.he communit.y, particularly among the gay

community, was palpabl-e. There is much less of that now

because of the perception that we can treat it very weII.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sarbanes.

Without objection, Represent.ative Maxine I¡traters, who is

not a member of our committee, will be all_owed to sit with us

and enter a statement in the record and to ask questions.

Without. objection, that will be the order.

Ms. WATERS. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman- I am just

so pleased that. you are holding this hearing and I would like

to thank you and Ranking Member Tom Davis for this hearing

today.

I'd just l-ike t.o give a 1íttle bit of background and ask

a f ew quest.ions.

Many people in t.he black community have long suspected

t.hat the epidemic was $rorse than our Nation. s l-eaders thought.

it was, even before the CDC's new estimates \^/ere released.

I'Ie knew that African Americans accounLed for about. half of

al-l- of the new AIDS cases, and we knew that HIV/AIDS vüas

having a profound impact on African Americans.

In 1998, wê sounded the alarm in the halls of Conqress

on April 24Lh, L998, while I was the Chair of the
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Congressional- Black Caucus, the CBC held a brain trust which

was sponsored by Congressman Louis Stokes. During t.hat brain

Lrust, those same members hrere shocked by the presentat.íon of

Bennie Primm, the executive director of the Addiction,

Research and Treatment Corporation. Dr. Primm's presentation

described the state of HIV/AIDS crisis in minority

communities, particularly the black community.

On May 11, 1-998, the CBC held a meet.ing that brought.

together many public healt.h workers, AIDS activists and

representatives from all over the country to teII us about

the impact of t.he HIV/AfDS ín minority communities. That

same d^y, the CBC called for President Bill Clinton to

declare a public health emergency to combat. the crisis in

minorit.y communities .

In the fal-l- of 1-998, Lou Stokes, Donna Christensen and I

met with Donna Sha1a1a, the SecreLary of Health and Human

Services, to discuss the crisis. üIe agreed that what we

rea1ly needed was noL a declaration of a publíc health

emergency but rather money for programs to address t.he

crisis.

On October 28LJ:r, 1998, the CBC held an event to roll out

the Minority Aids Initiative. The ewent f eat.ured the

participation of President Clinton, Secretary Shalala and

representatives of HIV/AIDS organízations from around the
¡nrrnf-rr¡
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At t.he 1998 roll out, \^/e announced that the Minority

Aids Init.iative woul-d receive an initial- appropriation of

$1-56 million in fiscal year 1999. The minority AIDS

initiative greï/ significantly over the next 5 years, but

sínce then, funding has remained stagnant at about $4OO

million per year since fiscal year 2003, and aL some points,

ít dropped below the 400 mill-ion.

Having said that, African Americans again have been

seriousl-y and dísproportionately affected by HIV/AIDS. There

are more than one half million African Americans living with

HIV/AIDS today. African Americans account of about half of.

al-l- Lhe new AIDS cases, although only 12 percent of t.he

population is b1ack. African American women represent.

somewhere between 66 and 75 percent of all the new AIDS cases

among women. And Afrícan American teenagers represent 69

percent of al-I the new AfDS cases among teenagers. I could

go on and on with this.

Are you shocked about this crisis? Are you bothered

about this crisis?

Let me start with Dr. Julie Gerberdinq. Does this

information shock vou?

Dr. GERBERDING. T, as I said before you were here, I

bel-ieve this is an urgent situation. Am I shocked by it?

f'm certainly not happy about it.

Ms. I/'IATERS. Do vou Lhink it's a crisis?
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Dr. GERBERDING. I think it is a crisis.

Ms. VüATERS. Mr. Fenton, are you shocked? Do you thínk

this is a crisis?

Dr. FENTON. I' m saddened, and CBC has portrayed this as

an severe and ongoing crisis among the community.

Ms. V'IATERS. Do vou do think it. is a crisis?

Dr. FENTON. I do.

Ms. WATERS. Dr. Anthony Faucí, do you think it is a

crisis ?

Dr. FAUCI. Yes, I do, Ms. I,{aters.

Ms. WATERS. Okay, given we al-I believe t.his ís a crisis

and these statistics and this informaLion is shocking, what

do you recommend?

Dr. GERBERDING. I woul-d be happy to share the

professional- judgment bud.get that we have presented to t.hís

committee with you, which I think reflects three major focal

areas. One is Lo know not just who got it then or who is

getting it now, but who is going to do get it if we don't act

and invest in the systems that tell- us what to do about that.

Second is to get everybody diagnosed. who's had it, so they

can benefit from treatment. And the third is to put a

significant effort into ne\À/ research--

. V'IATERS. How long have you been at CDC?

Dr. GERBERDING. Six years.

Ms. WATERS. Six years? You heard my background on how
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I created the Mínorit.y Aids Initiative. f creat.ed that.

because we needed to focus on buil-ding capacity and get.ting

communities t.hat had little or no resources invol-ved in RFp

processes. IÀle've been working very hard, and T come here,

and I hear you, Mr. Fent.on, talk about al-I this great work

you're doing with minorit.y l-eaders and minorit.ies

communities. I don't know about it.. I,ve been involved in

this issue for a long time, hawing created this and watching

the incidence of HIV/AIDS grow in African American

communit.ies across the country.

And I want. Lo know, because I don't get a sense that you

really feel this is a crisis. Arrd when you tell me that,

weI1, I submitted a budget, take a look at the budget, how

have you sounded t.he alarm? V'Ihat have you done to deal with

t.his growing crisis? Do you see what I just said about

African American teenagers from 13- to 19-years ol-d

representing 69 percent of al-l- the new AIDS cases among

teenagers? Doesn't that bother you?

Dr. GERBERDING. Mrs. Waters, we will be briefing the

Black Caucus this afLernoon, but if you would be able to

participate in our enhanced init.iative, we would love to have

your voice because we need to get leaders invol-ved in helping

us--

Ms. WATERS. No, flo, îo,

Dr. GERBERDING. I¡tre need

flo, no.

your he1p.
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Ms . ïVATERS. No.

Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

I am invol-ved and I have been involved. And the Black

Caucus has been screaming to the top of its voice for help.

We just got one portion of this reauthorized with Ryan White.

The other portions of the fundíng that we struggle with are

not even of f icial in the budget. V'Ihat are you going to do

about just getting CDC portion authorized? It is spread out

among several of these agencies, including CDC and NIH and

SAMSA. And I don't see any leadership from--f don't see any

leadership from you.

Now, I know that you t.hink I'm being a little bit harsh,

and I am. I happen to be an African American woman. I don't

wanL gays and lesbian and African American men and women

f ighting about who is worse of f . V'Ie are all worse of f . And

f don't, like it when I go out. into the communities and I see

all of these little groups struggling and fighting, and t.he

v/ay you deal- with t.he discretionary money. VrIe need some

leadership.

And I'm so pleased that f am abl-e to be here today, Mr.

Waxman, and I thank you for indulging me in my frustrat,ion.

Chairman I¡IAXMÄN. Thank you very much.

The gentlelady's time has expired.

Dr. Fenton and Dr. Gerberding, one--once CDC identifies

effective programs, the next step is to disseminate them to
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the StaLes.

How does CDC identify effective programs.

Dr. GERBERDING. f would l-ike to ask Dr. Fenton to take

on this in det.ail, but just to tel-l you that there is a

two-step process. One is to review the evidence of efficacy

by expert scientists who are in a position Lo make those

judgments, and we respect that and to get t.hat up ín the

compendium, which will be updated again. But in addition,

t.here is a process of diffusion where we work with an

organízation that trains and helps disseminate people. Right

nohr, there is a bottleneck in the training, so that's one of

t.he issues we addressed in our professional- judgement budget.

Chaírman WAXI4AN. So you have a research time that.

applies a methodological review of studies of existing

programs. They identify the ones that are found to work.

You put it up on the compendium. Isn't that right?

Dr. GERBERDING. Yes. And we expect the grantees who

receive our dollars when they are developing programs to use

those programs that are proven to be effective. But in order

for them t.o successfully implement. Lhem, they often need

training and support, and that' s one of the areas that \¡/e are

not able to keep up with right now.

Chairman WAXMAN. When t.he compendium was first released

in 1999, CDC said it would update it annually as effect.ive

new programs r^/ere ident.ified, and CDC's experts did ídentify
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a numlcer of additional programs that work, but as I

understand it, you said there is a bottleneck. CDC did not

issue annual updates to the compendium; is t.hat right?

Dr. GERBERDING. I can't go back to 1999, but we have

done two updates since I have been the direcLor of the CDC.

It is a little hard to do it annually because t.he dat.a from

these programs doesn't come forward that fast., buL I think we

are accelerating our ability to do that.

Chairman WAXMAN. V,Ihen did CDC last issue an updace on

the compendium?

Dr. GERBERDTNG. 2007.

Chairman WAXMAN. Did CDC attempt to get HHS approval to

release an updated compendium prior Lo that time?

Dr. GERBERDING. I bel-iewe we did.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. And what was the response from HHS?

Dr. GERBERDTNG. I would have to ask Kevin, who \^/asn't

the director aL the time, Lo go into the detail-s of this,

because I don't know al-l the steps involved. V'Ie can provide

that. paper trail- for you. But to suffice Lo say that it was

noL a sped did I process.

Chairman V{AXMAN. Okay. Well-, T'd like the answer to

t.hat question for the record. T' d also like to know why

didn't HHS approve any updates of the compendium until 2OO'7?

Dr. GERBERDING. I can't answer t.hat.

Chairman WAXMAN. Okay.
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Dr. GERBERDING. But I can say, in the recent years,

we've had I think a much more accel-erated process, and I'm

satisfied that we are abl-e do it in a timellr way now. I hope

we will have the update for 2008 before the end of this

calendar year.

Chairman WAXMAN. I¡IeII, it took 8 years to update the

l-ist with crucial information about programs that have been

shown to save lives. And I'm concerned that instead of

encouraging effectiwe HIV prevention, HHS seems to have been

standing in t.he way. In fact, Lhe committee asked CDC for a

list of dates for whích the ccjmpendium and other important

HIV prevention documents were submit.ted to HHS for clearance

and when they were actually released. And my understanding

is that the commit.tee hasn't gotten a response because CDC's

response is stil-l- in clearance at HHS.

Does CDC provide training or technical assistance for

implementing the programs it identifies?

Dr. GERBERDING. Yes, we do.

Chairman WAXMAN. And how many organizat.ions are

currently on the waiting list?

Dr. GERBERDING. About 2,000.

Chairman WAXMAN. So 2,000 organizaLions out there want

to provide identify effective HIV prevention programs, but

they are still on a waiting list. I think that's

unconscionabl-e given the statistics \^re've been hearing about
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today, and I think we need to address it.

Dr. Gerberding, just a clarification of your testimony,

you suggested earl-ier that one of the reasons that you

lowered your prevention goals is that there are more people

with HIV living because of treatment, but t.he data for 2000

estimated 945,000 people living with HIV, and for the data

for the most recent year, we find around a million people.

This is about a 5 percent. Does a 5 percenL increase in

people living with HIV produce an 80 percent. decrease ín your

goal and a 20 percent decrease in funding for preventions?

Dr. GERBERDING. f'm not going to be able to do that

math in my head, but I t.hink what you're getting to is, you

know, what is the ful-l picture of the recalibration? And,

again, I was on the advisory committee when \^/e hrere

struggling to develop that first 50 percent reduct.ion. We

recognízed at that time that there was a bel-l shaped survival

curve for HfV, so the projections were that we woul_d see an

excal-ation in deat.h rates, and that was factored int.o the

project.ion of the transmission. So it was a--I don,L want to

say it would be easier to prevent if there v/ere fewer people

living because t.hat isn't our public health goal, but the

calculus was different then. And that's not the only reason,

as I already said, but that. is one of the factors--

Chairman V'IAXMAN. We1I, I asked that question--

Dr. GERBERDING. --different as opposed to now.
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Chairman V'IAXMAN. Because I was troubl-ed by the ans\^rer

you had given earlier so I just wanted to pursue that point.

And I thank you for responding.

This panel has been very heIpfuI. I think it is unfair

to criticíze the four of you for what you are trying to do.

I think you're trying t.o do the best you can, and you're

trying to do as much as you can without sufficient funds and

without the barriers to your efforts being removed. And the

purpose of having you here is not to criticíze you but to try

to be constructive in working with you to be sure that you

have the ability to do t.he job because \^/e are all very

concerned and frustrated that. Lhere are so many people whose

l-ives are aL risk and wil-I be lost unless we in government do

what's needed. And if it is noL coming from the U.S.

Government, iL is not going to happen at all. I thank each

of you for your testimony today.

I want to now call forward the witnesses for our second

pane1, Dr^. David Holtgrawe. We will wait. a mínute and have

t.he second panel come forward.
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STATEMENTS OF DAV]D HOLTGRÄVE, Ph.D., PROFESSOR AND CHAIR,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, BEHAVIOR & SOCTETY, JOHNS HOPKINS

BLOOMBERG SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH; ADAORA A. ADIMOR-A,, M.D.,

DTVÏSION OF INFECTIOUS DTSEASES, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

SCHOOL OF MEDTCTNE; GEORGE AYALA, Psy.D., RESEARCH HEALTH

ANALYST, RTI INTERNATIONAL AND AIDS PRO,JECT LOS ANGELES;

HEATHER HAUCK, DIRECTOR, ATDS ADMINISTRÀTION, MARYLAND

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH A\TD MENTAL HYGIENE; FRÃNK OLD}AM, JR.,

PRESÏDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH AIDS

Chairman WAXMAN. We're pleased that. you are here today,

and I want to íntroduce those of you on the second panel.

Dr. David Holt.grave is founding Chair and professor at

the Department of Health, Behavior and Society at the Johns

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Had he served as

director of behavioral and social sciences at the Emory

Center for AIDS Research and as director of the intervention

research and CDC's Dívision of HIV/AIDS prevention. Dr.

Holtgrave has focused on the efficacy, effectiveness and

economic evaluation of a variety of HIV prevention

interventions, contributing to over 1-75 professional

publicat ion.

Dr. Ada Adimora is associate professor of medicine at

the University of North Carolina School- of Medicine and
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adjunct associate professor of epidemiology at t.he School of

Pub1ic Health. She has been the principal invest.igator on

multiple CDC and NIH funded research projects and has

published extensively on the epidemj-ology of HIV in America

with a focus on African Americans. Dr. Adimora a practicing

cl-inician and a fellow of the American College of Physicians.

Dr. George Aya1a, works as a research psychologist and

public health analyst at RTf International's Urban Health

Program in San Francisco, Calífornia; is also the executive

officer of the Global Forum on Men Who Have Sex Ì,üith Men and

HIV. He is the former director of health promotion community

research and capacity building at HIV/AIDS Project LA where

he managed HIV prevention technícal assistance research. A

clinical psychologist by training, Dr. Ayala's research

focuses on the mechanisms throuqh whích social discrimination

impacts health.

Heather Hauck is the director of Maryland Department of

Health and Mental Hygiene AIDS administration, leading

st.atewide public health efforts to reduce HIV transmíssion in

Maryland and to help Marylanders wíth HIV/AIDS live longer

healthier Iives. Ms. Hauck is currently Chair-elect of the

National- Alliance of State and Territorial AfDS Directors.

She has served. as t.he section chief of the STD/HIV section

for New Hampshire and as a consultant on HIV program j-ssues

for hospitals, naLional associations and state public health
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agencies.

Frank J. Oldham, Jr., is the executive director for

National- Association of People with AIDS. He has spenL over

two decades as a leader in HTV policy, administering HfV

programs for the cities of New York and Chicâ9o, and working

ín numerous AIDS service organizations. Mr. Oldham has

served and is currently serving on several planning and ot.her

policy bodies, including the New York City Commission on

AIDS; the National- Minority AIDS Council; CDC's S-year

strat.egic planníng committee,. and Lambda Lesbian & Gay

Communít.y services.
Trla rra nls¿sed to have you here today. I want to inform

you that, in this committee's practice, all wiLnesses who

appear before us do so under oath, so we'd like t.o administer

and oath to you if you would please stand and raise your

right hand.

[Witnesses sworn. ]

Chairman WAXMAN. The record will indicate that each of

the witnesses answered in the affirmative.

Your prepared staLements wil-l be in the record in fu11.

We'd l-ike to ask, however, that you límit the oral

presentation to 5 minutes. And we wil-l have a clock that

wil-l tel-l yoü, for 4 minutes, it is green,. and the last

minute, it will turn orange; and when the time is up, it will

turn red.
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Dr. Holtgrave, let's

on the base of the mike.

hear you.

PAGE

start wit.h you. There is a button

Be sure it is pressed so we can
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STATEMENT OF DAVTD R. HOLTGRAVE, Ph.D.

Mr. HOLTGRAVE. Chairman Waxman, Representative Davis

and distinguished members of the commiLtee, thank you for the

opportunity to speak with you.

Today's hearing is truly urgent. CDC's HfV incidence

estimate suggests t.hat. t.here is a new infection every 9 and a

half minutes in the Nation. There is an AlDS-related death

every 33 minutes. The ratio in ethnic health disparities are

staggering. And the lifet.ime HïV care and Lrearr*ra costs

for one person can easily top #275,000.

Because of the new incidence estimates, one might ask

two key questions: Are HIV prevention programs effective,

and are t.hey delivered at a sufficient scale in the U.S.? My

answer will be yes to the first. question and no to the

second. To assess prevention effectiveness at the National

level, w€ must examine HIV transmission rates. Obviously,

HIV is spread from a person living with the virus to someone

who is HTV negative. The transmission rate is the number of

new HIV infections in a year divided by the number of people
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living with HIV in that year. As seen in this first slide

the HIV transmission rate dropped from over 92 in 1980 to 6.6

in 1991

On the second slide, w€ see that the transmíssion rate

st.ayed at roughly t.his l-ewel until 1991 when, aft.er t.he

advent of new therapies, the transmission rate act.ually went

up temporarily to 7 .5. Thereafter it declined once again.

In 2006, the transmission rate appears to be just under

5. This means over 95 percent of persons living with HIV in

the U.S. are not transmittincl the wirus to someone else in a

given year.

Another key measure of prevention success is the

difference between what we observed in the HfV epidemic and

what would have occurred had prevention programs not been in

place in slide three. From the beginning of the epidemic

through 2006, I estimate very conservaLively that roughly

362,000 infections were prevented in the Natíon and over 3.3

million quality adjusted l-ife years were saved.

There is a clear rel-ationship between HIV prevention

program funding and incidence, âs seen in the fourth s1ide.

The bottom line is that, in terms of HIV prevention

investment., the Nation gets what. it pays for. One must be

concerned, therefore, that when adjusted for inflation, CDC's

HIV prevention budget has fallen over 19 percent since fiscal

year 2002, and in real dol-Iar terms, the investment in the
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minority ArDS initiative is also in decl-ine.

Further, CDC's data shows that a sma1l fraction of gay

men in need of HIV prevention services report receiving them.

Clearly our investment in prevention is lacking. VrIe must

therefore scale up the use of evidence-based HIV preventíon

tool-s already at our disposal even we hope for new

intervent.ion, such as a vaccine. As seen in slide five, some

currentl-y available evidence-based HIV prevention

interventions are readily available to us. I¡'Ihat's mosL

important to emphasize is that. we possess the technol-ogy to

infl-uence HIV-related risk behaviors, and an extensive

scientif ic Iiterature leaves very lit.t.le on that point.

So what is t.he right l-evel- of invest.ment? I estimate

that CDC's HIV prevention budget, now at $0.75 billion, needs

to increase to about. ç1,.32 bill-ion per year and remain, on

average, ãt that level for about 4 years at least. so as to

undo the damage done since fiscal- year 2OO2 and to address

HIV prevention needs in the U.S.

What nev/ services could be del-ivered at this higher

l-evel of investment? On the sixth and final- slide, T list

some of these. I believe it would provide sufficient

resources to field the new very large-scal-e targeted HIV

counseling and test.ing campaígn; a nationwide public

information and anti-stigma campaign,- intensive

client-centered, evidence-based prevent.ion services for the
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minority persons living with HIV who engage in any risk

behavior that could resul-t in t.ransmissíon; in brief , the

science-based intervention for 15 mil-lion HIV negative

persons aL risk of infect.ion.

What. public health impact woul-d this achieve? After 4

years of heightened service delivery, the U.S. could reduce

HIV transportation rates by 50 percent and HTV incidence by

50 percent. Further, we coul-d achieve and maintain a 90

percent level of serostatus awareness of persons living with

HIV. This is a great fiscal investment. The cost. per

infection averLed via this new heightened response would be

roughly $27,000, and that indicat.es the prevention programs

could easily save more medical resources than cost to

implement.

But accountabilit.y is key. The proposed íntensification

of these programs musL be accompanied by a quick but carefuf

review of current HIV prevention resources across the Federal

Government, and we need a national AIDS -plan. Further, the

performance of all HIV prevention resources should be

summarized in an annual report card so t.hat. mid-course

corrections can be made.

Tn conclusion, we are at a historic crossroads in the

HIV Epidemic in the U.S. Doing more of the same wil-l achieve

more of the same. And as asserted by a recent report of

Black AIDS Institute, the U.S. is indeed being "left behind."
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But we can find the national will- to scale up evidence-based

HIV prevention programs sufficiently.to change the course of

the epidemic in the U-S- once and for all-.

Thank yoü, again, sincerely for your strong interest in

HIV prevention.

IPrepared stat.ement of Mr. Holtgrave fo]-l-ows:l

******** INSERT 2_1 ********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Holtgrave.

Dr. Adimora.

STATEMENT OF ADAORA A ADIMORA, M.D.

Dr. ADIMORA. Thank you for t.his opportunity to speak

with you.

I have been asked to testify concerning HIV epidemiology

in the U.S. particularly with respect to African Americans

and structural and social forces that affect individual and

community vulnerability HIV.

These are some of t.he essential- concepts. First,

individual- level sexual behavior, such as partner number and

condom use, don't completely explain racial disparities in

t.he U.S. HfV rates. Second, sexual network patterns are

critical in the spread of HIV throughout the population.

A sexual- network is a set of people who are finked

directly or indirectly through sexual- contact.. The

distribution of network characteristics that. promote

population HIV spread, l-ike concurrent part.nerships and

sexual- mixing patterns, appears to differ by race in ways

that increase HIV transmission among African Americans.

Third, social- forces and social- contacts that is social

macro-economic and other features that. are outside the
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individual-'s cont.rol- contribute to sexual network patterns

that spread HfV. So some potential pathways'between HIV and

several- social forces are relatively clear. For example,

resident.ial segregation by race supported by structural

mechanisms, like mortgage lending practices, concenrrates

poverty in the segregat.ed group.

Segregation may especially ínfluence young people's HïV

risk since resídence ofLen dictates school districts whích

influence adolescents' socíal and sexual- networks. Also the

sex ratio, the ratio of men to women, is a key determinant. of

the structure of the networks. The sex ratio among African

Americans is st.rikingly low due to high mortal-ity among black

men and is furt.her decreased by high incarceration rates.

The rel-ative scarcity of men contribut.es to low marriage

and higher divorce rates. There is a strong association

between being unmarried and having concurrent partnershíps.

Povert.y, another force, works \n/ith the l-ow sex ratio to help

destabilize marríage and makes marriage l-ess feasible in many

bl-ack communities.

The disproportionate incarceration of black men

dramatically ef fects sexual- net.works in black communities.

Incarceration disrupts existing partnerships, making it more

1ike1y that each partner will have concurrent partnerships.

While inmates are in prison, they can join gangs and forge

new long-term links with antisocial neLworks. These new
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l-inks can then connect members of high-risk sub groups to

previously low-risk people and their networks. High

incarceration rates contribute to increased unemplolrment in

poor minority communities shrinking the number of financially

viable male partners as well- as t.he absolute number of men.

Rod Wallace showed how macro 1evel forces shapes social

contacts and AIDS death rates in a New York City borough. In

the 1970s, New York's físca1 crisis prompted city agencies to

embark on a deliberate policy of planned shrinkage of the

populations in black and Hispanic neighborhoods. The plan

invol-ved withdrawing critical city servíces, including fíre

fighting services, from poor areas that. already had high fire

rates. So neighborhoods burned. Many people moved to other

parts of borough, and social networks and community structufe

were disrupted. What v/as presumably not anticipated when

these policies hrere implemented were the changes in t.he

geography of drug abuse t.hat resulted from this migration and
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the resulting upsurge- years later in HIV.

So, finaIly, the pathways between social forces and HTV

suggest that continuing to focus prevention efforts so1e1y on

individual risk factors and individual- determinants won't

significantly impact. HIV rates among bl-acks in the U.S.

Certainly the search for and implementation of effective

biological and behavioral interventions musL continue and

must certainl-y be funded. However, public health research
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must al-so take into account the social forces that are

driving the extraordinary racial disparity in HIV rates ín

this country.

I bel-ieve several steps, among others, shoul-d be taken

immediatefy. First, the HIV epidemic among African Americans

should be formally declared a national- emergency, and

moreover, the U.S. should act as if the epidemic is a true

national emergency by developing and appropriately funding an

effective domestic HIV plan that addresses not only

biological and behavioral interventions but al-so the

epidemic's social and economic roots. This will- require

involving clinicians and public health researchers as well- as

experLs in sociology, economícs, political science, criminal

justice and òther discíplines

Second1y, incarceration affects the health of black

communities. Attention should be given to t.he markedly

disproportionate incarceration of black men.

Third, comprehensive sex education can be effect.ive in

reducing risky sexual- behavior and should be given in

schools.

Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Adimora follows:]

******** INSERT 2-2 ********
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Chairman hIAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Adimora.

Dr. Aya1a.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE AYALA, Psy.D.

Mr. AYALA. Chairman V{axman and dist.inguished committee

members, thank you for t.his opportunity to speak with you

today on t.he critical topic of HIV prevention in the United

States. It is my privilege to be here with you today.

Present.ly HIV prevent.ion in the U.S. lacks the resources

and comprehensiveness that will significantly drive down HIV

incidence rat.es, âs has been demonstrated by my esteemed

colleague Dr. Holtgrave. I ask that you consider the

following: Serious HIV-rel-ated health disparities often

fueled by stigma and discrimination continue to undermine HIV

prevention efforts in communities of color. Men who have sex

wít.h men continue to make up the majority of new HIV

infections nationally, across race and ethnicity, with bl-ack

and Latino men especially hard hit.. Only four of the CDC's

49 recommended evidence-based interventions specifically

target gay men, and only one of them is designed address the

needs the gay men of color.

In addition, and just as ímportant to consider, are

these facts: Substance abuse, prevention and treatment are
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underfunded and not routinel-y viewed as integral to overalf

HIV prevention efforts. Structural intervent.ions are not

commonly researched or endorsed, even when sound science

support their broadbased adoption, as has been the case with

multí-component syringe access and disposal programs.

Other Lhan new HIV treatments, we have not yet harnessed

the ful1 pot.ent.ial of other promising biomedical

ínLerventions, including pre-exposure prophylaxis and

microbicides. And many science-based prevention

inLerventions are difficutt for community-based providers to

implement because they \^/ere tested under research conditions

that are different from real-life settings or tested on

populations other than those currently most vulnerable Lo HIV

infection.

V'Ihil-e HIV testing and treatment are crucial in our fight

against AIDS, a singular focus on testing and treatment is

inadequate and narrows an already sparse continuum of

prevention strategies. We need a comprehensive national- HIV

prevention plan in the U.S. At its core, such a plan would,

one, work to eliminate disparities in health access and

stigma associated with HIV, drug use, and homosexuality. The

personal benefits of knowíng one's HIV status early are lost

on those who must overcome the significant barriers to

treatment and persistent stigma that keep so many away from

care.
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Two, target interventions to those most at risk to HIV

exposure and keep a steady and respect.ful- focus on the

prevention needs of gay and bisexual men, subst.ance users and

women at sexual risk. The alternative is that we accept

silence and denial about sexualit.y, drug use and economic and

equality, permítting stigma and discrimination t.o compromise

our provision efforts.

Three, ensure that priority be given to expanding social-

science and interwention research aimed at gay and bísexual-

men, especially men of color.

Four, make the prevenLion and treatment of drug and

alcohol addiction central t.o our HIV prevention efforts. The

risk for HIV ínfection is heightened by drug and/or alcohol-

abuse

Five, research and adopt. community-sensítive structural

interventions to compliment behavior modifícation programs.

Structural level changes buttress the gains and behavior

change made through individually geared prevention

interventíons by addressing the social- factors that were

addressed by my colleague Dr. Adimora that underline HIV

vulnerabilíty.

Six, support. continued HIV treatmenL, vaccine and ot.her

biomedical interventions that. are safe, ethical, and show

promise of efficacy

And finally, seven, balance the policy of promoting
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pre-packaged evidence-based HIV prevention interventions by

supporting and evaluating more local-ized bottom-up and

col-laborative HIV prevention strategies. It is critical Lo

respect on-the-ground responses to the HIV/AIDS epidemic by

protecting 1ocal conLrol over how HIV prevention straLegies

are developed, researched, prioritized and implement.ed.

Tn closíng, HIV prevention efforts in general have not

received t.he funding needs--it needs to make them ubiquitous

and continuous, nor have our resources been adequately

targeted to reach those at highest risk for HIV infection.

I¡le need a comprehensive national HIV prevention plan in the

U.S. Lhat cl-ear clearly cal-l-s for culturally relevant,

multilevel- combination approaches that are wel-l- funded,

targeted and sustained over many years.

Thank you.

fPrepared statement of Dr. Ayala f o]-l-ows: l

******** INSERT 2-3 ********
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Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much Dr. Aya1a.

Ms. Hauck.

STATEMENT OF HEATHER ITAUCK

Ms. HAUCK. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Represent.ative

Davis, members of the committee.

Thank you for inviting me to part.icipate on this very

distinguished panel

State Health Department AIDS directors appreciate that

this committee is focusing on domestic HIV prevention

activities, especíally in light of the CDC's release of new

HIV incidence estimates and the alarming raLes of infection

among African Americans and gay and bisexual- men of all races

and ethnicities.
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RPTS .JUR.A,

DCMN ROSEN

[12:10 p.m.]

I will focus today on describing Stat.e Health Department

HIV prevention portfolios, including the central importance

of HIV/AIDS surveil-l-ance. T will- also share key

recommendations from State AIDS directors for an HIV

prevention response to end t.he epidemic in our Nation.

State Health Department. HIV directors are responsible

for implementing comprehensíve HIV prevention care and

treatment strategies in our States. We have stewards of more

than half of CDC's ç692 mill-ion budget for domesLic HIV

prevent.ion surveillance programs, âs wel-l- as significant

State resources.

All States implement CDC's required HIV prevention

program components, such as HIV counseling, testing, and

referral-, partner services, health educatíon risk reduction,

community planning, program evaluation. Over the past 6

years, hovrever, CDC's funding to Stat.e and local health

departments has decreased by $30 míllion. For many States,

especially medium and 1ow prevalence States, this decline in

Federal funding has resulted in significant reductions in

core components of HIV prevention services. At the same

time, there has also been an increased directive from CDC to

focus resources on HIV testinq. When faced with such
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directives and funding reductions, States are forced to

eliminate effectiwe intervent.ions that are needed to prevent

HIV transmission in our regions or among our populations.

HIV prevention efforts musL be aligned to meet t.he needs

of those who bear the greatest. HIV/AIDS burden in the U.S.

As the recent CDC HIV incidence estimates clearly illustrate,

African Americans, men and women, and gay and bisexual men of

all- races and et.hnicities are significantly impacted by HIV.

St.ate and 1ocal health department HIV programs work to

eliminate health disparities based on race, ethnicity,

gender, sexual identity, and cl-ass.

In Maryland, our data show that HIV largely

disproportionately impacts African Americans, regardless of

transmíssion risk cat.egory, and therefore we prioritize the

reduction of health dísparities among racíal- and ethnic

communities as a cross-cuttinq theme for al-l of our HTV

initiatives.

A central activity of State HIV prevention programs is

measuring and describing the epidemic through HIV

surveil-l-ance activities. These activities are essential- to

understandíng our local HIV epidemics so that we can then

target HIV preventíon activities appropriately. These data

al-so determine the allocation and distribution of resources

for HIV care and treatment via the Ryan V'Ihíte Program.

The CDC has been unabl-e to adequaLely sustain fundíng
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for core surveil-lance or for projects such as the incidence

surveil-lance projects which led to the new estimates released

in August. For example, Maryland's total budget f.or HIV/AIDS

surveillance was reduced by 40 percent in the last year, and

the State is no longer funded for incidence surveillance.

The foss of surveill-ance funds ín the Stat.es jeopardizes

our ability to know that the populations most impacted by the

HIV epidemic, in Maryland, heterosexual-s ages 30 t.hrough 49,

disproportionately African American and living in the

Bal-t.imore metro area, Prince Georges and Montgomery Counties.

ff we can't describe our epidemics, we can't plan effective

HfV prevention strategies and interventions appropriate for

our local communities. The CDC needs additional- funding to

restore and expand incidence survei1lance and to shore up

core surveillance across all jurisdictions.

AIDS directors articulated our vision for America's

prevention response in a new blueprint for the Nation, Ending

the Epidemic Through the Power of Prevent.ion, and copies have

been made available to the committee.

Three key elements are required to successfully reduce

the number of new HIV infect.ions. One, adequately fund CDC's

HIV prevention and surveillance program at the level of at

least $1.3 billion annua11y. Two, significantly invest in

interventions that work to prevent infection, including

research to devel-op new population specific interventions,
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access to sterile injection equípment, enhanced program ín

correct,ional- settings, and establ-ish a comprehensíve

sexuality education as the standard. Three, meaningfully

invest in programs that support. HIV prevention, including STD

treatment., hepatitis vaccinations, substance abuse prevent.ion

and treatment, mental health services, housing, and expanded

research for biomedical intervention

State and loca1 health departments know t.hat HIV

prevention works, and we know that heal-th department, health

care providers, businesses, faith leaders, community based

organizations, and persons living wíth HfV and AIDS must all

be equipped with adequat.e tool-s and resources t.o help prevent

new infectíons.

Thank you again for holding this important hearing and

for your thoughtful consideration of our recommendat.ions to

increase access t.o HIV prevention interventions provided by

State and local health departments. I look forward to

answering any quest.ions you may have.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Hauck follows:]

******** INSERT 3-1_ ****rr***
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Chairman VüAX}IAN. Mr. Ol-dham.

STATEMENT OF FRANK OLDHAM

Mr. OLDIAM- Chairman Waxman and the entire Oversight

Committee, people living with HIV/AIDS thank you for your

demonstrat.ed leadership and an opportunit.y to speak with you

about the state of HIV prevention in the United States of

America.

As a trusted and representative voíce of more than 1

mil-l-ion people living with HIV/AIDS in America, I say with

great confidence that we know our status, and t.hat has

enabled us to save 1ives.

HIV-rel-ated st.igma and homophobia, homo-hatred continue

to resul-t in disproportionate HIV incidence among gay and

bisexual- men, bl-ack and Hispanic men and \^romen, and

indíviduals challenged by poverLy, incarceration, and mental

illness. As a black gay man, a person l-iving with AIDS, and

as a proud American, I ask, is t.his acceptable in our

America?

HIV prevent.íon can only succeed through access to

evidence-based inLerventions, accurate informat.ion and

education, protected and voluntary HIV testing and screening

services, effective use of care--HIV care and treatmenr as
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prevention, reduced stigma, and increased support for zeto

stat.us disclosure, and by addressing structural, systemic,

and economic barriers that continue to perpetuat.e HIV

vulnerability among the most margínalized groups of

Americans.

This is the basis of support for our communities' call

for a national AIDS strategy t.hat is coordinated, evidence

based, outcome driwen, and inclusive of people living with

Hrv/ArDS.

We have heard testimony from t.he Centers for Disease

Control- t.hat annual HIV incidents has been as much as 40

percent higher than the past 15 years. Prevention effort.s

have been flat-funded in our country for more than two

decades, and the minority AIDS initiative has not been funded

adequately to address the real HIV needs in communities of

color.

As we increase resources for minority AIDS initiatives,

we must be sure to hold organlzations that receive MAI funds

accountable. I¡tre musL scale up HIV prevention in America to

an annual investmenL of $1.3 billion. This investment will

prove to those at increased risk for HIV that. we care about

their lives.

We hope that t.his wíl-l- be a priority for the next

administrat.ion. In the meantime, w€ urge an initial

investment of $200 mill-ion for fiscal year 2009. The AIDS
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communities consenL to thís requesL

Eight years of abstinence only until marriage programs

has had díre human consequences. HIV risk reduction

straLegies such as comprehensive sex education and syrínge

exchange programs hawe been proven to reduce HIV infect.ions;

yet, t.hese interventions have not. received the requísit.e

level of Federa1 funding. It is imperative that we make

deciçions based in science and don'L sacrifice l-ives and

waste already constrained resources on programs that have

been proven to be ineffective.

The vast majorit.y of individual-s aware of their status

are making decisions about their health and behavior that are

not contributíng to the spread of HIV. And I repeat, that

are not cont.ributing to t.he spread of HIV. Diagnosis, care,

and treatment is effective HIV prevention, and our lives

depend on it. This is al-l the more reason why we must ramp

up our efforts to make sure people are av/are of their HIV

status.

Sixteen years dgo, the National- Association of People

With AIDS launched National- HIV Testing Day, because we

beliewe that taking an HIV test makes it possible for people

to protect t.hemsel-ves and their l-oved ones. NAPüIA supports

increased in targeted testing at-risk populatíons, routine

opt out screening f or HIV in medical set.t.ings, and strongly

believes t.here is an obligation to l-ink people who test
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positive t.o high qualíty care, t.reatment, and support

servíces. The Kaiser Foundat.ion conLinues to report that 45

to 55 percent of those with HIV are st.ill not in care. 45 to

55 percent of people who have HIV are not ín care.

Wit.h the passing of the Ear1y Treatment for HIV Act our

efforts to reform health care, America must ensure access to

comprehensive and coordinated care for all persons 1íving

with HIV/AIDS. Aggressiwe research and treatment advances

have helped more people live with HIV than ever before. The

benefits of this research extend beyond HfV.

CDC needs more resources to do the requisite research

and work on the ground. HRSA, the National- Institutes of

Health, and the substance abuse and heal-th agencies al-so need

appropriate resources to identify ner^¡ research opportunities

and collectively further expand the toolkit of prevention

strategies.

Perceptions of stigma directly impact an individuals,

willingness to be open about their HIV status, NAPWA invites

more leadership from all- sectors of, American society in life

to increase the visibility of people livíng with HIV and AIDS

and opposes st.igmatizing or negative language toward them.

This is especially true in mínority communities, in gay

communities, and all- communities challenged with social_ and

economic inequality. The critical issue of AIDS in America

must be a priority for all of us.
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NAPVüA supports HIV prevent.ion activities that are

culturally and gend.er specif ic. NAPV'IA supports community

mobil-ization strategies for all- communit.ies

disproportionately impacted by this disease, and wil-1 l-aunch

the first Nat.iona1 Gay Men's HfV Awareness Day on September

27, l-ater this month, in Raleigh, North Carolina. They will

seek to accomplish increased awareness about the needs of gay

men for HIV prevention, care, and treatment., forums to

strategize effective responses to the epidemic in our

community. We ask your support on this hist.oric d^y, Gay

Men's HIV Awareness Day, Sept.ember 27. Thank you.

Chairman V'IAXMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Oldham.

IPrepared stat.ement of Mr. Oldham fol]-ows:l

******** INSERT 3_2 ********
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Chairman V'IAXlvlAN. I thank all of you for your testimony.

Dr. Holtgrave, you prepared for us your idea of what a

budget should be for HIV prewention, and it seems like what

you've suggested is pret.ty much in the same ball park as what

CDC said to us was theír best professional judgment. Would

you say that is an accuraLe statement?

Mr. HOLTGRAVE. I would say so. I would say there are

more points of agreement probably t.han disagreemenLs. I

t.hink that the central message probably from both is that we

need to substantially scale up our invest.ment. ín HIV

prevent.ion. And, al-so, that ít is achievable to think about

reducing transmission rates and incidence by 50 percent in

the U.S., and that it wil-l- take some years to do so.

I think some of the difference in terms of the $1.3

billion versus , sdy, the $1.7 billion or so that CDC cal-l-ed

for is that t.hey have some research funding, some activities

on STD, TB, and hepatitis, which are very important, but that

aIlows for some of the difference. And a1so, I think we

could even be a little bit more aggressive and achieve the 50

percent reduct.ion a bit sooner than CDC has estimated. But,

again, I think there is much more to agree than disagree

between Lhe two estimates.

Chairman VüAXMAN. But both you and CDC suggest that we

coul-d be preventing many more HIV infections than we are

doing no\^r, as well as increasing the proportion of people who
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know their HIV status, which of course goes together.

Do you think that the two estimates refl-ect a general

consensus among HIV experts that. better outcomes are wít.hin

reach, even based on current knowledge?

Mr. HOLTGRAVE. I believe so. I think there is a

general consensus scientifically t.hat we have an outstanding

array of tools, some of which that. Dr. Fauci mentioned

earlier, that are available to us no\^r. And we need to make

sure that we are using those tools. We must develop

vaccines, we must develop microbicides. But we need to use

immediat.ely what we have awailabl-e at our dísposal.

Chairman WAXIVIAN. Thank you.

Dr. Adimora, I thought your presentation was very

interesting. You present.ed a perspective t.hat I hadn't heard

before within the African Amerícan community. One of the

aspects of the African American community, especially those

who have HIV and AIDS, is that they live--many of them, if

not most of them, live in poverty. How does povert.y

contribute to HIV risk for African Americans?

Dr. ADIMORÄ. There are a variety of pathways between

poverty and HIV and popul-ation HIV transmission. In fact, I

woul-d consider this to be--not consider the culpríts to be

not only poverty, but also racial- discrimination.

Among the pathways that f mentioned were segregation.

And I mentioned some of the ways by which it works in terms
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of structuring people's social and sexual net.works.

Partícul-arly alarming is the way in which it can structure

the sexual networks of youth. Another íssue concerning

poverty is homel-essness. Homeless people are particularly at

risk for HIV. I mentioned just a few of the potent.ial

structural- intervent.ions that coul-d be implemented, but I

think that at.tention to homelessness and improved housing is

certainl-y major consideration, and that relates cert.ainly to

poverty.

Another issue is incarceration, given the

disproportionate incarceration of bl-ack men. And I think

that. it is important, in thinking about incarceration, there

is sometimes a tendency to start talking about mandat.ory

testing in prison. Cert.ainly everyone should have available

to them a means for l-earning their HIV diagnoses and for

appropriate treatment; but in addition, I think that

incarceration is actually a major symbol of racial

discrimination and oppression in this country, and there

needs to be--significant attention needs to be paíd to

because of the myriad of consequences that it is

having--wel1, certainly it is wrong in the first place. But

the other issue is that it is clearly having an impact. on the

heal-th of people, particularly black people

Chairman VüAXMAN. You mentioned incarceration in your

original presentation to us. And you said, not only are
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people getting HTV when they are incarcerat.ed, but that there

is a social disruption that imprisonment causes. I thought

that was an interesting point. Do you see bias, racial bias

as wel-l as discrimination among gay and bisexual men in the

black community as factors that are important for us t.o take

note of?

Dr. ADIMOR-A. Unquestionably. There are pathways

between racial discrímínation and HIV infection. This is

beyond a matter of simply social- justice because that is a

good thing. The absence of social justice is a major root

cause of many of the racial disparit.ies in healt.h that \^/e are

seeing in the United Stat.es, and specifically of HIV

infection.

Chairman WAXMAN. Dr. Ayala, do you have recommendations

on how programs should take into account the specific needs

of gay and bisexual men of color?

Mr. AYALA. As f said in my testimony, very, very few of

the recommended prevention interventions are specifically

designed or geared to men of color, gay men of col-or.

I think we have to do t.wo things . One, we have to

invest. in a greater research portfolio that build with HIV

prevention interventions t.hat are specifically geared to gay,

gay men of coIor. And the second t.hing is that we should

take what we have avail-abIe and tailor them for use in the

communities, both for the target population in question, but
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also v/ith consideration to the needs of providers who have to

ultimately implemenL the interwentions.

Chairman WAXMAN. Ms. Hauck, ât the State l-evel, 1rotl

stated surveillance measuring and monitoring the HIV/AIDS

epidemic is crucial to HIV prevention efforts. The

surveillance data not only helps you understand the epidemic

but appropriately target.ing resources. And I understand that

Maryland was among eight St.at.es that actually lost funding,

and you mentioned this in your opening statement, to conduct.

t.he kind of new incidence measurements in which the CDC based

its recent estimates.

What has been the impact of this cut on Maryl-and and

other States?

Ms. ¡AUCK. Thank you for the question. What happened

at the State leve1 was that our surveillance acLívities had

been integrat.ed. So we certainl-y received funding for core

surveillance, which is realIy the basics of HIV surveillance

and AIDS surveillance. And then we received these--fundínq

for these projecLs. And we had integrated all of t.he

activities, so that we \^rere reaIly gaLhering informatíon in a

holistic way about our epidemic.

When you start to peel off special projecLs that have

been integrated into your core surveillance activíties, you

are no longer able to fu1ly fund the staff that are gathering

the ínformation, you are not able to do the data col-l-ection
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that. we need to the l-eve1 that we need the dat.a in order to

accurately describe our epidemic. So we may be missing some

important components, like risk transmission categories, like

race, like ethnicity, as well as potentially missing cases,

because it is a rather int.ensive process Lo gather this

information through our surveillance activities.

So I think over tíme, what you will see ís that States

aren'L able to sustain even our core surveillance activit.ies,

which again allow us to describe our epidemics, and,

therefore, use that funding to allocate, distríbute, and plan

prevention as well as care and t.reatment services in our

jurisdictions.

Chairman WAXMAN. CDC presented to us their professional

judgment of what the budget should look like,- and they would

request more funding to strengthen behavioral and clinical

surveil-lance activíties in the Stat.es. Do you think that

they have adequately funded that aspect, in their

professional judgment., budget?

Ms. IIAUCK. The National- Alliance of State and

Ter::itorial AIDS Directors certainly states that aL least an

inwestment of. $35 million in addit.ional- funding for

surveil-lance is needed to both restore the cuLs in

surveil-l-ance that hre've seen over time and to really bring

all- the jurisdictions up to standard operating budgets.

Chairman WAXMAN. Dr. Fenton in the first oanel-
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testified about the importance of integrating HIV services

with services for other sexually t.ransmitted diseases. I

want to ask you about that at the State l-evel.

Since 2000, the rate of syphilis ín t.he U.S. has

increased by 76 percent. As you know, t.his epidemic is

primarily concent.rated in the southeastern region of the U.S.

among heterosexual African Americans and men who have sex

with men. What will the States need to do to eliminatre

syphilis in these impacted populations? And, should those

efforts be coordinated with HIV prevention efforts?

Ms. IIAUCK. Thank you for asking the quesLion, Mr.

Chairman. I'11 answer the first part first.

Yes, the CDC's budget for STD prevention has suffered

many of t.he same declines that the HIV prewention budget has

suffered over the years. Maryland is a southern State as

well-, and has certainl-y seen a significant syphilis epidemic,

especially in Baltimore City and Prince Georges County, among

African Americans, particularly men who have sex with men,

and heterosexuals. And yet our funding has not kept pace

with our need to address t.he syphilis epidemic in our State

and certainly the majority of States that have had a syphilis

epidemic. So f would say that the increase in resources is

also needed. And we do integrate and do need Lo continue to

íntegrate STD prevention and HIV prevention aL the State

level and at the local 1eve1.
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Many of the cl-ients who come to seek services certainly

need to be given similar messages, similar education, similar

screening, and need to receive that in a holistic manner when

they wal-k in the door of a clinic or an emergency room or a

community-based organízation, and we need the resources to

enabl-e the cl-ient.s to receive those services at the time when

they see them. Thank you.

Chairman WAXMAN. Thank you. I¡tre have infection rates

continuing to rise among men who have sex with men, and in

the meantime, discrimination and marginal-izat.ion of men who

have sex with men remains wídespread.

Mr. Oldham, how does discrimination on Lhe basis of

sexual orientation affect. gay and bisexual men who are living

with HTV? And have any national campaigns in the U.S. HIV

prevention directly addressed this kind of discriminat.ion?

Mr. OLDHAM. There have been campaigns from

community-based organlzations, such as Gay Men's Health

Crisis, the L.A. Gay and Lesbian Center in Los Angeles, and

AfDs-Positive Los Angeles. However, there has not been the

governmental campaigns. Like, for example, wê have Nat.ional

Black AIDS Awareness Day, Chairman T¡laxman, we have National

Hispanic AIDS Awareness Day and a number--there are 1-2 of

them.

Even though the new CDC numbers indicate that gay men of

all ethnic backgrounds make up the bulk of the epidemic and
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the loss of life in the epidemic, we do not even have a Gay

Men's HIV/AIDS Awareness Day, which is why NAPWA is launching

this on the 27th, to make sure t.hat gay men are arÁrare and are

inwol-wed in this epidemic and not complacent about it

themselves, and the rest of society deals with the issues of

homophobia and homo-hatred, as barriers to HIV prevention and

care services for gay men.

Chairman WAXMAN. I want to thank all of you on this

panel for your presentation and your willingness to answer

questions. We may have members submitting to you addit.ional

questions, which you may respond to in writing for t.he

record, because I know many members had a lot. of things t.hat.

they wanted to pursue but there are so many competing things

going on t.hat not everybody can be here.

I t.hink the purpose of this hearing has been to sound an

alarm, because we have an increasing HIV epidemic in the

United. States. ït is different than where we hrere in the

early days, but it is very much with us. And unless \,\re set a

high prj-ority to do the things \,\re know that wil-l- work and to

try to research and develop new ways of approaching the

epidemic, wê are going to faII further and further behind.

hle know that when budgets are sent Lo us, Lhey are

budgets that are developed ultimately by the budget people in

the administration. They may get the input from the agencies

and the experts, but they are trying to figure out their
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overall priorities. And the overall- priorit.y for this

administration has not been to deal with the HIV/AIDS

epidemic in the way that we need to, to stop and prevent the

transmission of this disease.

That is why I was pleased to have CDC and NIH present to

us what their best professional- judgment would be. It is

always different when you ask that than what they have to say

to us when they are making presentations before Congress,

because then their presentations have Lo be consisLent with

t.he views of t.he administ.ration in which they serve.

Well, I think that presentation to us and your expanded

discussion of t.he groups t.hat are primarily affected and al-I

the complicatíons that we need to be aware of is going to

help us face this epidemic and, I hope, to defeat it. Thank

you very much for your presentation.

That concl-udes the presentations at this hearing, and we

stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, aL 1-2:33 p.m., the committee was adjourned.l
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